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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
Advances in the generation and detection of electromagnetic wave in the terahertz
(THz) region over the past two decades has opened opportunities to the development of
technologies that take advantage of a seldom used area of the electromagnetic spectrum.
The terahertz region occupies the electromagnetic space between microwaves and the
infrared optical band (from 30 microns to 1 mm). THz waves exhibit properties similar to
x-rays and millimeter waves in that terahertz waves can propagate through thin layers of
non-metallic substances like clothing, wood, plastic and ceramics. The backscattering of
the radiation can be imaged into 2D and 3D pictures. The quality of the images is
comparable to a backscattered x-ray, but THz waves offer unique properties that make
the imaging superior to x-rays. First, terahertz radiation is non-ionizing and therefore of
no risk to living material. Second, the backscatter of terahertz waves has a spectral
signature related to the chemical composition of the scattering material. In other words,
the backscatter has a spectral fingerprint allowing for discrimination of the chemical
composition.

For example, a piece of trinitrotoluene (TNT) in a wallet can be

distinguished from a plastic card, and illegal drugs can be distinguished from aspirin.
These unique properties of THz waves have generated tremendous commercial and
1

government interest developing the technology for applications in security screening,
semiconductor inspection, 2D and 3D imaging, food inspection, pharmaceutical
inspection, and medical diagnosis in areas like skin cancer [1][2][3][4][5][6][7].
Although THz technology provides many unique properties, some noteworthy
challenges still exist to build the system. Advances in THz sources and sensors have
reduced the barriers to commercialization of the technology; however, components in the
terahertz regime that can manage and actively manipulate a terahertz beam are notably
absent. The issue is a materials’ problem in that naturally occurring electro-optic
materials rarely exhibit the large response needed in the terahertz regime [1], [8].
Materials will have to be engineered that do not exist naturally. These engineered
materials are referred to as metamaterials [9]. To achieve electro-optic tunability in the
THz metamaterials, liquid crystalline materials (LCs), which are commonly used in the
visible region, will be embedded. The overall objective of this dissertation is to develop
an electro-optic platform utilizing liquid crystals to create practical components that can
manipulate terahertz waves in amplitude, intensity, phase and polarization.
Electro-optic phase and amplitude modulation requires tuning of optical
retardation, , that are on the order of a wave. For a simple half wave plate, the
retardation is given by:

.

(1. 1)

In a THz systems in which the frequency can range from 0.3 THz to 2 THz, the
corresponding wavelengths, , are 1 mm to 150 µm, respectively, and pose a practical
2

challenge since the tunable manageable thicknesses of LC films are between 25 to 200
µm. Using a commercially common liquid crystal, Merck E7, with a birefringent ∆n ≈
0.2 [10] an effective modulator device thickness, d, would range from 2.5 mm to 375 µm,
respectively.
Since liquid crystals can flow, thick films exhibit several issues when the cell
thickness exceeds two hundred microns. First, the surface tension forces are insufficient
to avoid flow effect due to gravity or acceleration. Second, the response time is directly
related to the square of the cell thickness, so the modulation speed will be severely
limited. Third, the torque force needed to reorient the LC molecules to achieve
modulation is directly related to electric field strength. Since an LC cell is a dielectric
film sandwiched between two parallel conductors, the LC cell is basically a capacitor and
the electric field is calculate by dividing the voltage potential by the film thickness. Thus,
the thicker films require a proportionally higher voltage to achieve the same molecular
reorientation.
To overcome the limitation of thick LC films, stratified/periodic structure must be
utilized. By using multiple layers, the tuning films can be maintained at manageable
thicknesses (25 to 200 m).

The approach begins with the development of two

fundamental stratified structures (transverse and longitudinal) shown in Figure1.1 to
serve as design platforms to achieve tunability in amplitude and/or phase of the THz
beam. Consistent with electro-optic modulation convention, the transverse structure will
have the applied field and structure periodicity perpendicular to the THz beam
propagation. The longitudinal configuration will have the applied field and structure
periodicity parallel to the THz beam propagation. Since the transverse configuration
3

allows for long interaction lengths with small apertures and the longitudinal configuration
allows for large aperture and short interaction length, the transverse configuration is used
primarily in communications application with single beams or within a waveguide while
the longitudinal configuration is used in imaging or display applications. The transverse
configuration was investigated by a previous doctoral student at UAH, Daniele Lo Forti.

Liquid Crystal

Metal Electrodes Substrate
and
spacer
material

Metal Electrodes

Incident
wave

Incident
wave

Manipulated
wave

Manipulated
wave

Applied
voltage
Liquid Crystal

Applied
voltage

His work is published [11]. The focus of this dissertation is the development longitudinal
stratified tunable LC structure.
Figure1.1: Two configurations of tunable metamaterial platform design using liquid
crystals (a) Longitudinal configuration (b) transverse configuration.

1.2 Platform Design
The basic concept for the tunable THz platform is relatively straightforward in
that a stratified structure in a longitudinal configuration serves as a platform to achieve
tunability in amplitude and/or phase of the THz beam. Consistent with electro-optic
modulation convention, the longitudinal configuration will have the applied field and
structure periodicity parallel to the THz beam propagation as shown in Figure1.2. The
basic concept is to build periodic structure using three basic materials. A dielectric
4

material transparent in THz region like quartz or Teflon is used for structure support as
spacers and substrates. Conductive material is needed to serve as transparent electrodes,
and finally LC films are used to provide tuning. For this concept to be practical, the
transparency of the electrodes is the critical factor since the THz beam will pass through
at least 8- 10 of them, so we are aiming for transparency >90%.
Electrodes

Dielectric spacer and
substrate

Liquid
Crystal

Figure1.2: Tunable metamaterial structure in the terahertz frequency regime.

The properties of layered structures are realized from structures rather than
chemical composition and use inhomogeneity to create effective macroscopic behavior.
For the structure to exhibit the behavior of a homogeneous material accurately, the
periodic features must be much smaller than the wavelength of radiation. In the terahertz
regime, the metamaterial would require feature sizes that could range from as small as 3
microns (1/10th of the shortest wavelength) to as large as 500 microns (1/2 of the longest
wavelength). This range is easily achieved using a combination of precision machining
and basic microfabrication techniques. By engineering the resonance structures of a
5

metamaterial to enhance the interaction of a terahertz wave and the material, one can
achieve the goal of controlling a terahertz response. The response can be engineered in a
manner that seems to defy nature. For example, metamaterials have been designed and
demonstrated to have a “cloaking” ability for a range of wavelengths, and a superlens has
been fabricated with metamaterials that have a spatial resolution smaller than the
wavelength of radiation [12]. In the proposed work, we intend to not only design and
fabricate metamaterials in the terahertz regime, but also add a tuning capability by using
liquid crystals [13]. However, the stratified structure with multiple conductor layers adds
considerable challenges to the design and understanding of the transmission and
reflection properties for the tunable components.

1.3 Structure Challenges
The technical challenges fall into three basic categories. First is the material selection
for the support structure. Second, high transmission, polarization independent,
transparent electrodes are not readily available at THz and third, the modeling that can
accommodate multiple reflections must be developed.
1.3.1

Material Selection

One challenge is selection of the material used in this platform either as a
substrate to the electrodes or as a spacer between the LC layers. Unlike the visible region,
most materials are not highly transparent in THz regime. For example, borosilicate glass,
a typical window glass, is not transparent in the THz region. Organic materials
(polymers)

like

polymethylpentene

(TPX),

polyethylene

(PE),

and

Polytetrafluoroethylene PTFE (Teflon) have reasonable transmission exceeding 80%.
6

Crystalline materials like silicon, quartz, and sapphire have less transmission, about 5070% because of the reflection losses [14]. In this research, Teflon and quartz/high purity
fused silica were chosen for reasons of relatively good transparency, cost and availability.
Quartz/high purity fused silica wafers are commonly used in microfabrication process so
fabrication of component is relatively easy. Teflon is not commonly used in
microfabrication so the fabrication process had to be developed. Teflon has the advantage
of being flexible.

1.3.2 Electrodes
To achieve good modulation at a reasonable loss, the electrode design poses
several difficult challenges. First, the transmission must be high to avoid detrimental
resonant effect and high loss. Second the polarization effects must be considered. Third,
the electrical continuity must be considered to ensure uniform electric field excitation in
the LC films. The challenges are briefly mentioned here, with a detailed discussion of the
electrode design provided in Chapter 3.

1.3.2.1 High Transparency
Since the stratified structure includes multiple electrode layers, the transmission
must be very high in order to keep the overall loss low. Unfortunately, metals and typical
transparent electrodes in the visible region are not transparent at THz frequencies. For
example thin gold layers (~20 nm) and indium tin oxide (ITO) are basically
opaque [15][16][17][18]. To achieve an electrode with high transparency, this effort will
utilize patterned structure in gold films, called frequency selective surfaces [19].

7

1.3.2.2 Polarization Independent
The electromagnetic waves are typical polarized and the polarization plays a role
in the management of the beam. Polarization is defined by the trace of the tip of the Efield vector as time varies, and is categorized as linear, circular, or elliptic. All
polarization states can be decomposed into two mutually orthogonal linearly polarized
terms, often referred to as TM, transverse Magnetic and TE, transverse electric.
Depending on the application, the electrode needs to be polarizing or polarization
independent. Both designs are considered.

1.3.2.3 Electrical Continuity
In order for these electrodes to perform in the desired way, they must also have
electrical continuity, which means continuous electrical contact to a common potential
must be maintained. The metallic structure surface must therefore be in the form of an
array of slots rather than an array of isolated elements. Also, the electrodes must produce
a uniform electric field across the entire electrode, even in the patterned region where the
conductive material is removed. To satisfy this requirement, we rely on fringing field
effects and set a design condition such that the farthest lateral distance in a patterned
aperture to a conductive edge will not exceed one fifth of the anticipated thickness of the
electro-optic film.

1.3.3 Modeling of multiple cells
Since the proposed platform consists of many layers and many electrodes
depending on the desirable transmission or reflection, the effect of wave multiple
reflections in these layers has to be modeled and simulated. In this simulator, both
8

COMSOL, a mutli-physic FDTD simulation tool, and a Berreman 4 X 4 matrix method
were used.

1.4 Literature review
The current technology to manage electromagnetic radiation in the terahertz
regime uses mesh-based devices, but this technique alone is not tunable. Tunability in
the THz band has been done by different techniques: mechanically, thermomechanically, electro-mechanically, magnetically, magneto-mechanically, electrically,
electro-optically, or by a combination of any of them [9]. Mechanically tuned devices
have significant limitations in size, complexity of manufacturing, modest performance,
and poor response time. For example a mechanically tunable metamaterial device was
fabricated in terahertz frequencies by depositing a planar array of resonators on an
elastic substrate. Applying a force on the substrate will cause the substrate to stretch
and that will change the size and position of the resonators which will change the
capacitance and resonance frequency as well. This approch results in a modest 8%
tuning range [20]. Another technique of mechanical tunability is the use of two parallel
plate waveguides (PPWGs) tuned with two sliding metal plates [21]. Electro-optic
techniques on the other hand have proven capabilities to tune the amplitude and/or
phase of an electromagnetic wave in the visible and the infrared regimes; however,
these techniques have had limited use in the longer wavelength regimes such as the
THz and RF regions. Effective bulk electro-optic materials are limited.
Because of its availability and low cost, LC properties in THz like birefringence
and transparency make it excellent candidate for tuning applications [22]. LC could be
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tuned either magnetically or electrically. Most of the magnetic tuning requires the use
of moving mechanical parts in order to tune [22]. A thick homeotropically aligned LC
cell is placed in the middle of a magnet ring. The very high magnetic field produced by
the magnet aligns the LC molecules to the field. By rotating the magnet the LC
molecules rotate accordingly, changing the phase shifting of a linearly polarized
incoming signal. Using a 3 mm thick LC cell the extent of phase shift reaches ~278 deg
at 1 THz. The same structure is used to build a Lyot filter based on magnetically
controlled retardation in the LC. The classic Lyot filter structure is tuned by means of
the same rotating magnet with a homeotropically aligned LC cell in the middle [23].
On the other hand, the applied voltage on the LC for tuning is as low as a few
volts (5-20V). The idea of using an ECB LC cell to phase modulate an incoming signal
has already been studied [24]. A 1.83 mm thick by 11 mm wide homeotropically
aligned nematic liquid crystal (NLC) cell is sandwiched between two fused silica
substrates along the shorter dimension and two copper spacers along the longer
dimension. Although the cell is able to phase shift an incoming signal up to a full wave,
it requires 100 V applied voltage due to the thickness of the LC, and it has a slow
response that is comparable to mechanical devices. To improve the speed, the thickness
of the LC layer must be significantly reduced. This can be achieved by using alternating
layers of dielectric and LC in a similar way that was done in the microwave
regime [25].
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1.5 Dissertation Layout
The dissertation is organized into seven chapters. Chapter 2 provides brief
background on THz properties and applications. The chapter also includes an overview of
liquid crystals states of matter, cell configurations, and interaction with the applied
electric field. Chapter 3 is dedicated to the design and development of transparent
electrodes as a part of the proposed structure. Electrode fabrication processes and testing
will be explained in Chapter 4. Measurements will be shown and discussed with a
comparison with simulation results as well. Chapter 5 will address the design, simulation,
fabrication, and testing of a complete LC cell and multiple cells as well. Modeling of
Cholesteric Liquid Crystal using 4X4 Berreman matrix is simulated by MATLAB and
discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes and summarizes the effort done in
this dissertation and presents the accomplishments and the future work that could be
carried out and some recommendations as well.
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CHAPTER TWO
BACKGROUND

The understanding of electromagnetic wave propagation through liquid crystal
material in the terahertz (THz) region is doubly problematic because it involves both the
complexity on propagation through an anisotropic material and the complication of being
in a frequency region that has been largely overlooked. In this chapter, the basic and
unique properties of a THz wave are presented. The THz sources and detection schemes
are also discussed. After THz, an introduction to liquid crystalline states of matter is
given. The properties, cell configuration, and the electric field induced molecular
reorientation effect in liquid crystals are explained. The objective of this chapter is to
provide an overview of THz waves and liquid crystals such that the reader has the basics
in terminology and definition as a foundation for the discussion of the longitudinal
stratified structure as a tunable platform.

2.1 Terahertz
2.1.1 Terahertz Region
Terahertz is a frequency band in electromagnetic spectrum that falls above the RF
(radio frequency- mega and gigahertz frequencies) engineering and falls below IR
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(infrared frequencies). Researchers have defined the THz region in a variety of ways.
Some consider that the THz band starts from 100 GHz and ending at 10 THz [26]. Others
including ITU (International Telecommunications Union) consider the start at 300 GHz
and end at 3 THz. This range corresponds to beginning at 1 mm and ending at 0.1 mm in
respective wavelengths and the reason for the region being called submillimeter
waves [27]. The THz region that is considered in this dissertation begins at 200 GHz and
ends at 1 THz, because the test apparatus limits the measurement to this region.
Fortunately, it includes most of the ITU defined region.

2.1.2 THz unique properties and applications
Terahertz waves exhibit unique properties that distinguish it from the neighboring
infrared/optical and microwave bands. First, THz radiation is safe to human tissue
because the photon energy is on the scale of milli-electron volts and thus does not
produce harmful photoionization. Second, THz waves are highly sensitive to the motions
(vibrational, rotational, torsional, and translational) of molecules and the response can be
used to differentiate different materials. This enables high selectivity in the detection of
similar materials especially nonmetallic [27]. While IR spectroscopy yields similar
information, it cannot detect as many resonant states as can terahertz spectrometers
because terahertz photons are sensitive to the vibrational states of the entire molecule as
opposed to just a bond or charge state. As a result, THz can differentiate between singlestranded DNA and double-stranded (hybridized) DNA which is crucial for biological
studies [28], [29]. Third, THz band provides shorter wavelength and higher frequency
compared to microwave band which means higher data rate especially in short
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telecommunication links. In the next few paragraphs, some key material responses to
THz waves are presented along with applications.
Detection and imaging of metals is critical in security systems. Metals at THz
frequencies have a very high conductivity (acting like perfect electric conductor) which
results in very little penetration and high reflection. For example, a thin layer (10nm) of
gold experimentally shows extremely poor transmission (1%) even though it is
significantly below the theoretical skin depth [16]. This example shows how the
penetration of THz wave within metals is very weak. The high absolute value of the
conductor’s complex relative permittivity (for gold at 1 THz, |εc| ∼ 105) results in the
conductors behaving like perfect electrical conductors [30].
For non-conducting materials, terahertz waves excite molecular vibrations and
lattice vibrations in materials, which make THz radiation very interesting for
spectroscopy and material identification. Essentially, terahertz interaction with materials
results in a wide range of significant physical phenomena at the molecular level
depending on the state of the matter. Overall, bulk dielectric relaxations and
intermolecular motions occur in this frequency range. Intermolecular hydrogen bonds in
crystalline solids resonate causing distinctive absorption features at terahertz frequencies.
Also in liquids, critical frequencies for relaxation processes fall into the terahertz regime.
When polar gases are stimulated pure rotational transitions can be observed by terahertz
radiation. Therefore, with these physical interactions involved, this frequency range is
very attractive for the application of molecular sensing for security, biomedical,
industrial, and pharmaceutical fields [31]. In addition the THz waves show low
absorption and can fortunately penetrate non-conductive materials and differentially
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reflect. It has the capacity to pass through clothing, paper, cardboard, wood, plastic, bone,
various powders, dried food, and ceramics while also reflecting a portion of the waves for
image discrimination. The reflections have a distinct response (signature) at its THz
spectra depending on the chemical composition [32].
The propagation of THz waves in the atmosphere is problematic. THz waves get
absorbed, scattered, or decayed in the atmosphere from the particulates and water
molecules in the atmosphere. The atmospheric absorption is shown in Figure 2.1.
Therefore, it is not used for the long range communications near the earth surface.
However, THz is usable for the short range secure communications (line of sight for short
distances) and in space where the environment is almost vacuumed (away from the earth
surface [2], [33]. In Figure 2.2, the transmission for the THz radiation is very high at
attitude of 13 km and so poor at the earth surface.

Figure 2.1: Atmospheric absorption at THz frequencies for terrestrial signal [2]
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THz region

Figure 2.2: Atmospheric transmission for a ground-based and a stratospheric
observatory [33]
The electromagnetic properties in THz can provide improvements to capabilities
for applications that the neighboring IR/Visible/X-ray and microwave frequency ranges
have dominated. Similar to IR/Visible/X-ray waves, THz waves can also provide high
resolution 2D and 3D images. Although the longer THz wavelength has a negative effect
in that it limits the minimum feature that can be resolved, the images are more
capabilities to differentiate between different materials such as different liquids or
dielectrics while x-ray wave cannot do that. Also, THz is different from x-ray waves
since it is safe for as it is non-ionized waves. These properties make THz images are
excellent candidate for many applications like medical diagnostic, pharmaceutical, and
security scanning. In Figure 2.3, examples of the THz images where it can reveal hidden
objects or used for early diagnostic for a cavity in a tooth that looks healthy [34]. In
security, some explosive and narcotic has a distinct signature in THz spectrum. As THz
wave below 3 THz can pass through envelopes and papers, materials can be identified
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using THz images to check for some illegal drugs or explosives in mail without opening
it.
Similar to RF waves, THz waves travels in line of sight and penetrating wide
range of non-conductive materials. However, the penetration depth is less than the
microwave range.

Figure 2.3: (a) A cavity shows up clearly as a pink region in a tooth's terahertz image (b)
an image made from a camera sensitive to terahertz frequencies reveals objects under
clothing and paper. [34]
2.1.3 Sources and Detectors
Since the 1990s, tremendous efforts have been made to develop THz source and
detection technologies to take advantage of their unique capabilities. The first pulsed THz
wave was generated and detected by using intense laser-plasma interaction in air was by
Hamster et al. in 1993 [35]. Since that point, research into THz has grown rapidly. The
rapid advances in semiconductor technology has produces the rudimentary components to
build THz lasers, cameras, and telecommunications systems [26].
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Presently, THz source generation has expended beyond laser/plasma interaction to
include thermal, vacuum electronics, solid-state electronics, as well as lasers. Since the
THz were initially generated by laser, the source are classified in a similar manner to
laser systems in that pumping mechanisms, temporal response, and power are used as
distinguishing factor. The THz sources can be classified dependent on their pumping
mechanism, electrical or optical. The sources are also be broken down by the temporal
output either pulsed or continues-wave (CW). Finally, the amount of the output power
(high-power sources or low-power sources) is also used as a means to classify the THz
source.
Regardless the excitation mechanism, the output wave’s center frequency will
often be centered at the lower end or below of THz band and in the tens or few hundreds
of GHz region. By using mixers and multipliers, the center frequency can be raised
gradually in fixed steps. In the THz testing in this dissertation, the backward-wave
oscillator sources (BWOs), which is a form of vacuum electronic sources, relies heavily
on wave mixing to tune to the requisite THz frequency. BWOs are highly monochromatic
sources, with an excellent stability [36]. Our test system is a frequency-domain
ellipsometer which is an electronically tunable, highly coherent 0.110 – 0.170 THz
backward wave oscillator (BWO) [37]. The BWO frequency can be extended to 0.220 –
0.330, 0.330 – 0.500, or 0.660 – 1.0 THz with x2, x3, or x6 frequency multipliers based
on GaAs Schottky diode technology.
The THz detectors are essential part of most THz system. The earliest detectors
were based on thermometric property of the material in which the THz wave was
absorbed and detected by means of a change in size or resistance with the temperature
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generated. Recent THz detectors rely on electro-optical or photo-conductive effects. With
the advances in fabrication technologies, thermal detectors have become more complex
involving multiple transduction methodologies (mechanical, chemical, and electrical).
MEMS and electronic detectors are also become more common as semiconductor
fabrication technology advances. Quantum dots have been proven as terahertz
sensors [38]. The detection method used in this dissertation relies on a thermometric
detector known as a Golay cell because of their broadband detection capabilities.

2.2 Liquid Crystals
Liquid crystalline materials like THz waves are commonly misunderstood
because they are often overlooked in the common undergraduate curriculum.

This

section provides a brief introduction to liquid crystals (LCs). It starts with definition of
LC and the different types are explained in some details. Also, the properties of LC
materials and the effect of the external fields applied to LC cell (tuning) are explained
briefly.

2.2.1 What is Liquid Crystal?
The commonly known states of matter are solid, liquid, and gas as shown in
Figure 2.4. A crystalline state is when the molecules are fully ordered in a regular
lattice and cannot move freely because of the strong bound with neighbor molecules.
However, the liquid state is when molecules are completely disordered in orientation and
position. Liquids are not rigidly bound to one another so have more freedom to move
around. Gas state is the state when the molecules or atoms are completely free to move in
any direction. Other intermediate states of matter occur when the materials are partially
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ordered. These states of matter were first noticed in the middle of the 19th century by
scientists while they are examining the phase transitions of different materials. They
discovered that one of the materials would transform from a clear liquid to cloudy liquid
(Liquid Crystal) before it become crystal. Liquid Crystal (LC) is a state of matter which
is between solid crystals and liquids so it has some properties from both states. Liquid
crystal (LC) state that formed when the material is heated up and transformed from
crystalline state to the liquid state is called thermotropic [39]. The range of the
temperature at which this state exists is different for each material depending on its
properties. For example, Cholesteryl benzoate has the liquid crystal state between 145.5
Cº and 178.5 Cº [40]. Thermotropic LC is widely used in LCDs and many other optical
applications.

Crystalline or solid state

Liquid state

𝑛

Liquid Crystal State

Figure 2.4: Some common states of matter
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Gas state

Other kinds of LC formed differently such as lyotropic and metallotropic
(inorganic and organic composition ratio).

In lyotropic LCs, the phases appear at

different concentration levels of the mesogen in a solvent and also when the temperature
is changed. Lyotropic LCs are used in the manufacture of detergents and soaps, they also
play an important role in biological materials.
2.2.1 Thermotropic Liquid Crystals
Thermotropic LCs can exhibit types and phases depending on the molecules’
shape, position, and orientation. A common shape for the molecules in thermotropic LCs
is the rod-like (elongated) shape. LC has other shapes like disk-like shape or flattened
shape [40]. Thermotropic LCs is generally classified into three main types or phases:
nematic, smectic, and cholesteric.
If the material heated up, the first phase happened after melting temperature Tm is smectic
phase with its sub-phases A, B, and C. Then, as the T increases nematic phase is formed
until T reaches clearing Tc at which the material become completely isotropic (liquid) as
shown in Figure 2.5 [41].
Melting T

Clearing T

Phase
sequence
Solid

Smectic C

Smectic A

T increases

Tc

TN

Tm

Nematic

Tm < Tsm < TN < Tc

Isotropic
(liquid)

Figure 2.5: Phases transition from solid to liquid including LC sub-phases
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2.2.1.1 Nematic Liquid Crystal
The most common used phase in displays is the nematic liquid crystal (NLC)
where the molecules tend to align parallel to each other and have average orientational
order (average of the individual axis

for all molecules) called director axis ̂ but they

have no specific positions as shown in Figure 2.6. Nematic molecules have uniaxial
symmetry. This makes the states of axis ̂ and axis

̂ equivalent.

An example of the rod-like shape is 5CB (4-Cyano-4'-pentylbiphenyl) with the
chemical formula C18H19N, where the molecule is about 18.7 Aº in long [42] and about 3
Aº in width as shown in Figure 2.6.
3 A˚

𝑛

18.7 A˚

𝑚 long axis
Nematic LC

Figure 2.6: Nematic LC b) LC 5CB (4-Cyano-4'-pentylbiphenyl) molecule rod-like
shape
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2.2.1.2 Smectic Liquid Crystal
The smectic phase is similar to the nematic phase regarding the orientational order
(director axis ̂), but also the molecules are positioned in layers. The word smectic comes
from the Greek word means soap, since the most familiar example of the smectic LC is
the soap bubble. Smectic LC is the closest phase to the crystalline phase, as it has the
highest degree of order among LC phases. Its molecules are arranges in stratified layers
and the molecules in these layers possess a specific orientational and positional order.

𝑛

𝑛

𝜽

Smectic A

Smectic C

Figure2.7: Rod-like molecules arrangement of a) smectic A, b) smectic C liquid crystals.

Smectic LC has many sub-phases called smectic A, B, C, D, E, etc. These phases
are distinguished by the tilt angle with respect to the normal of the plane that has the
layer and the molecule arrangement in the layers. Two of these phases, smectic A and
smectic C are shown in Figure2.7. In smectic A phase the director axis of the molecules
is normal to the plane, while in smectic C the director axis ̂ is tilted by angle θ.
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2.2.1.3 Cholesteric Liquid Crystal
The cholesteric LC (CLC) and called also chiral nematic phase, is layers of
nematic LC which means that molecules in each layer have an orientational order but no
positional order. However, the director axis ̂ of each layer of these layers is twisted a
little bit from the previous layer to form chiral (helical) structure as shown in Figure 2.8.
The twist could be left or right handed twist depending on the molecular conformation.
The length that it takes the director axis to complete a full turn 2π (360˚) called Pitch
(helical pitch) [39], [40]. The helical structure leads to selective reflection in wavelength
and circular polarization.
𝑦

𝑧
𝑛

𝑛 rotates 180˚ (Pitch/2)
𝑛

𝑥
Cholesteric LC
Figure 2.8: The helical structure in the cholesteric LC
The polarization states of the reflected and transmitted waves highly depend on the
Pitch length of the cholesteric:
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(a) If the helical pitch is much larger than the incident light wavelength (Mauguin
Regime), both incident and transmitted waves have near linear polarization but
with orthogonal polarized states.
(b) If the helical pitch is much smaller than the wavelength (Circular Regime),
there are two circularly polarized waves in the medium.
(c) If the incident wavelength is comparable to the helical pitch (Bragg regime),
the reflected light is strongly circularly polarized. One circular component is
almost totally reflected while the other passes through practically unchanged
which follows the twist direction. The reflected wave preserves its sense of
circular polarization.
The selected reflection for circular polarization is determined by simple relationships
through Equations. (2.1)- (2.2):
λ0 = <n˃ P

(2. 1)

Δ λ = Δn ⋅ P

(2. 2)

where λ0 represents the central wavelength of the reflection band, Δ λ bandwidth of the
reflection band, <n> average refractive index looking normal to x-y plane coming from
z direction, Δ n birefringence of the LC mixture, and p the pitch length [40].
This property appears also when CLC changes color (reflects different
wavelengths – colors - when pitch size changes) when it is exposed to different
temperatures. It is for this reason that cholesteric liquid crystal is used in common
household items such as thermometers and mood rings.
2.2.2 Properties of Nematic Liquid Crystals
The rod-like nature of the NLC molecules, its distribution, and its orientation play
a critical role in the unique optical properties of LC. These properties include order
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parameter, molecule alignment, anisotropy of NLC, and the effect of the external electric
field on NLC materials.

2.2.2.1 Order Parameter
The order parameter S is used to express the amount of orientational order
existing in a LC. The order parameter S is defined as the degree of alignment of the
molecules with respect to the director axis ̂ as shown in Figure 2. 9.

𝑛

𝑚
𝜃𝑟

Figure 2. 9: Order parameter definition

θr is the angle between each molecule’s long direction axis

and the director

axis ̂ of LC. The order parameter can be determined by the second order Legendre
polynomial, as

S= 〈

〉
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(2. 3)

If the molecules are aligned completely parallel to the director axis ̂ that means the
order parameter S = 1 (crystal). For the isotropic phase (liquid), there is no orientational
order which means S = 0. Typically, S for LC is in the range of (0.3 – 0.9).

2.2.2.2 Molecular Alignment
Since most of the NLC can flow, so it must be confined as a film between two
substrates (plates) to make a cell of LC. The space between the substrates (which
represents the LC film thickness) is kept fixed by using an insulating spacer. The bulk
NLC is a cloudy liquid because of the scattering since the molecules are not aligned in
specific direction. The LC can be aligned mechanically by rubbing the substrate surface
or by treating it with chemicals to get the desirable alignment [40].
Substrates
𝑧

Rubbing directions

𝑧

𝑛
𝑛
𝑥
Homogenous alignment

𝑥
Homeotropic alignment

Figure 2.10: Two main types of alignment for LC

The two common types of alignment are the homogenous alignment and
homeotropic alignment. The homogenous alignment is when the director axes are aligned
parallel to the substrate surface which is also called Parallel Alignment (PA). The
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Homeotropic alignment is when the molecules’ director axes are aligned normal to the
substrate surface (assuming it is the z-axis) which is also called Vertical Alignment (VA).
The PA cell of LC are achieved by rubbing the surface of the substrate in two opposite as
shown in Figure 2.10 by the orange arrows. A small tilt (also called pretilt) angle in the
molecule alignment is essential for electro-optic applications. This angle will determine
the direction of rotation for the molecule when the electric field id applied on LC cell.
Also, pretilt angle plays an important role in LC displays (LCDs) in making the twisted
nematic LC (TN-LC) cell. TN-LC is one of the well-known alignment configurations as
in Figure 2. 11 where the rubbing directions on the two substrates are orthogonal on each
other (total twist angle of 90 ).

𝑧

Total twist
angle of π/2
(90 )
𝑥

Figure 2. 11: Homogenous Twisted Nematic alignment

2.2.2.3 Dielectric Anisotropy and Birefringence of LC
Materials can be classified into isotropic and anisotropic materials. Isotropic
materials have physical property that has same measurement in any direction. These
materials have scalar refractive index n (root square of the permittivity √ ) like glass and
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water. In anisotropic materials, the physical property changes with respect to direction,
which means these materials properties are written as tensors.
Ԑ=(

)

(2. 4)

Smectic and Nematic LC, exist because of the nature of the rode-like shape
molecules which make them locally uniaxial. These LC materials have two principal
refractive indices (

) corresponding to the two linear eigen- polarization states

called ordinary and extraordinary states. The ordinary refractive index

is for the light

with electric field polarization perpendicular to the director axis ̂ known also as (n) the
short axes of the molecular (x and y directions), and the extraordinary refractive index is
for the light with electric field polarization parallel to the director axis ̂ known also as
(n ) the long axes of the molecular (Z- direction). Figure 2.12 illustrates the molecular
position with respect to the principle axes.

ᵋ‖

𝑧

ᵋ
ᵋ

𝑥
Figure 2.12: Molecular orientation according to the principle axes

The birefringence or the optical anisotropy (∆n) for a material is defined by
∆n =

- 
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(2. 5)

Some materials have a positive birefringence when

and some have a negative

[40]. For example NLC BL006 has a birefringence of ∆n =

birefringence when

0.229. The permittivity tensor can be rewritten in terms of the refractive indices as:

Ԑ=(

)

(2. 6)

2.2.2.4 Electro-Optic Effects in LCS
Due to the large dielectric anisotropy, NLC reorient under the application of
external electric fields. As a result of the external field, the molecules will reorient
themselves in a new configuration depending on the strength and the direction of the
electric field lines. The molecules will not react to the external electric field until the field
E > Eth which is called Frederick Transition behavior. When the E reaches Eth, molecules
will start to rotate accordingly until they align themselves parallel to the direction of the
E.
Transparent Electrodes
𝑛

𝑛

Incident wave

𝜽

External Electric
field applied

𝟗𝟎˚

E external

E external

E = off

𝜽

𝑆

V=0V

𝑆

V≈3V

Figure 2.13: How LC tunability works
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𝜽=0˚

V≈5V

𝑛
𝑆

By applying a voltage as shown in Figure 2.13 on LC cell the effective refractive
index

will vary between these two principal values of the refractive indices

according to this formula:
√
Where

(2. 7)

is the angle between director axis ( ) and the pointing vector . For

example E7 mixture of LC at terahertz frequencies (0.2- 2.0 THz) has

= 1.59 and

=

1.74 with ∆n = 0.15 [10]. Some researchers reported a LC mixture with ∆n = 0.39
which is a considerable change [43]. The fact that LC cell needs low voltage for tuning is
the reasons behind being a preferred candidate for many comparing with other
electrically tunable devices [44]. The speed of this tuning process depends on the
thickness of the LC cell. If the LC cell is thick, this means it needs longer time to tune,
however the thin cell will be faster in response. Also, too thin cell will not be tunable
because the surface forces are so strong that will not allow the molecules to rotate.

2.2 Polymer-Stabilized Liquid Crystal
In THz band the wavelength is larger than the typical LC cells thicknesses. For
the LC cell to give the desired retardation it has to satisfy certain conditions which force
its thickness to become larger. Using such thick layers of LC at THz frequencies will
dramatically increase the requisite drive voltage and response time comparing to the
manageable thicknesses. To overcome these challenges researchers in recent years are
working on composite materials where the Liquid Crystal is mixed with different types of
polymers. There are two main groups of these materials: Polymer-dispersed liquid crystal
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(PDLCs) and polymer-stabilized liquid crystals (PSLCs). PDLCs are the material where
the LC (less than 30%) is embedded in a continuous polymer matrix. However, PSLCs
are on the other side of the phase line where the LC is the majority and the crosslinked
polymer network is little percentage (5%-10%). PSLCs will be the choice for this work as
it showed significant improvement (decrease) in the requisite drive voltage and response
time with very small change in the electro-optical properties at THz from pure LC. Using
PSLC may provide a great help to minimize the layers number in the proposed design for
the tunable platform at THz and reduce the needed number of electrodes for tuning
too [45].
To fabricate a PSLC cell, LC is mixed with photoreactive bifunctional monomer
at room-temperature at concentration ratio of 90-95 wt% LC and 10-5 wt% of monomer,
with a little of photoinitiator (which is usually benzoinmethylether) added to the mixture.
Then this mixture filled into a common LC cell. This cell is made by spacer layer (has a
opening in the middle which will be occupied by mixture) with the desired thickness of
the LC film between two glass substrates coated with two electrodes. The electrodes are
coated with additional alignment layer of Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) which is rubbed in
two opposite directions to force the LC to have the desired initial alignment as shown in
Figure 2.14 under the yellow light conditions [45].
After that the electric field apply by the electrode to bring the mixture into the
desired orientation and then expose the material to the UV light for several hours until the
polymer network formed which is called photopolymerization process.
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Glass
Substrates

𝑧

Rubbing
directions

Glass
Substrates

𝑧

Rubbing
directions

PVA or
polyimide
Electrode

𝑛

PVA or
polyimide
Electrode

𝑛

𝑥

𝑥

Before polymerization

After polymerization

Figure 2.14: LC cell before and after polymerization process
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CHAPTER THREE
ELECTRODE SPECIFICATION AND DESIGN

Electrodes are essential and fundamental control elements of various systems and
devices especially electronic device. There are many different types of electrodes which
vary by application. They provide a means to place a voltage potential to a specific area
in order to induce a change in the system. For example, the gate electrode in a transistor
provides the path for decisions to be made. By applying a certain voltage through the
electrode will cause the other voltages and currents in the circuit to change which will
move the operating point of the transistor or the device to move from “ON” to “OFF”
status or vice versa. In electro-optics, electrodes are also essential for displays in millions
of electrodes control the pixels that produce video images. Although seemly simple, there
are numerous specifications such that transparency, conductivity, corrosion resistance,
current load, structure, polarization, and size. Many of these are determined by inherent
characteristics of the material but some are gained by the electrode structure. In the
terahertz regime, these specifications are not easily obtained. As mention in the previous
chapter, metal material act like perfect conductors and are thus not transparent. Indium
tin oxide which has >90% transparency in the optical regime falls to less than 10% in the
THz region [18]. To achieve the requisite specifications needed to build practical,
longitudinal, stratified tunable LC platform, an engineered structure (metamaterial) had to
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be designed and tested. In this chapter, the challenges, the prior work, the novel design
and simulation of a engineered electrode is presented.

3.1 Prior work and THz electrodes Challenges
Electrodes are crucial component of the many applications such as Spatial Light
Modulators (SLMs) and researchers have recently performed numerous studies to achieve
transparent electrodes in THz region. As a result, research into transparent electrodes in
the terahertz region has grown rapidly over the past five years. The most promising
efforts use graphene [46], [47] or ITO nanowhiskers [25]. A single graphene layer
structure has proven to reach high transmission (>88%), but the thin layer may prove
challenging with regard to the electric connection as the sheet resistivity is about 230
Ω/□. As previously mentioned, indium-tin-oxide (ITO) is not transparent at THz
frequencies; however, some researchers have succeeded in using ITO nanowhiskers. ITO
nanowhiskers have achieved reasonably good transmission properties (~91.48%) and are
polarization independent, but many microfabrication laboratories don’t have the facilities
to deposit ITO nanowhiskers. Multilayer structures (silica/patterned Aluminum/silicon)
have been shown to achieve high transmission (~93%), but are polarization dependent
and the fabrication process involved more than a single patterned metal layer [48]. A
recent effort succeeded to design a metal grid polarizer, which can be used as a
transparent electrode at THz frequencies from one thin film of gold on quartz, but it is a
polarization dependent structure [49].
The use of patterned or structured metal layer to achieve high transmission
electrodes in LCDs applications began in early in 1999 [50]. The study was conducted on
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transmission resonances on metallic gratings with very narrow slits. They study the
transmission for different dimensions of a and h. the structure is basically fabricated by
depositing a metal layer on top of dielectric substrate with slits has a width and h
thickness. After that, many papers were written about improving the transmission through
arrays of subwavelengths metallic structures in THz regime but were dealing with
polarization dependent structures [51], [52].
The design of the THz electrodes to be used in longitudinal multi-layered
structure like LC-SLMs, pose many challenges which require several properties
(Transparency, Polarization Independence, and Uniform Excitation via Electrical
Continuity) be taken into consideration [53], [54]:

3.1.1 Transparency
The primary focus of the design is to achieve transparent or high transmission.
The challenge is that the common transparent electrodes used in the visible region are not
transparent electrodes in the THz region. For example, Indium Tin Oxide which has
>90% transparency in the optical regime falls to less than 10% in the THz region [18].
Since the desirable platform shown in Figure 3.1 consisted of layered structure with four
tunable films, the transmission of the electrodes must be at least 92% just to ensure that
the device doesn't lose half the power from the eight electrodes.
The need for unconventional electrodes that satisfy required condition based on
the application in THz spectrum. High transmission is achievable with a sub-wavelength
patterned conductive film on a transparent substrate which is a promising approach due to
the Extra-Ordinary Transmission (EOT) mechanism in THz [55], [56].
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Figure 3.1: The proposed longitudinal stratified structure
3.1.2 Polarization independence
As it will be discussed in details later in this chapter, some of these electrodes
have to be polarized which means to be transparent for waves with certain polarization
state as it was explained in first chapter. Others especially internal electrodes in the
proposed platform have to be transparent regardless the polarization because the
polarization of the coming wave is either unknown or random which called polarization
independent. Such polarizers (electrodes) and polarization independent transparent
electrodes do not exist in nature at THz frequencies. A creative design of these electrodes
has to be developed.
The transparent polarization independent electrodes have to allow the THz wave
to go through and at the same time to control (tune) the LC layers. In order to achieve
polarization independence, the patterned electrode should have some rotational
symmetry.
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3.1.3 Uniform Excitation via Electrical Continuity
Finally, each one of these electrodes must have electrical continuity which means
continuous electrical contact to a common potential must be maintained. The metallic
structure surface must therefore be in the form of an array of slots rather than an array of
isolated elements. The electrodes must produce a uniform electric field across the entire
electrode even in the patterned region where the conductive material is removed. To
satisfy this requirement, we rely on fringing field effects and set a design condition such
that the farthest lateral distance in a patterned aperture to a conductive edge will not
exceed one fifth of the anticipated thickness of the electro-optic film.
For few decades, metallic mesh structures has been used as filters called
Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSSs) at microwave regime which could be a great
candidate satisfies the design constrains for the desired electrodes. FSS has not been used
as an electrode to tune LC films which needs some investigation to be done before it is
approved.

3.2 Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSSs)
Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSSs) are periodic arrays of holes in a sheet of
metal or apertures (elements) on dielectric slab, depending on the application, which
behave as band pass or band stop filters respectively to an incident electromagnetic (EM)
wave [57].

FSSs have been used extensively in the last five decades for signal

propagation control and filtering. FSSs have also been used in military application as
stealth technology for reducing the radar cross-section of an antenna system outside its
frequency band of operation [58]. The geometries of FSSs change according to the
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application and the desirable frequency response such as reflect, transmit, or absorb the
coming EM wave at specific frequencies. The design rules of these special filters dictate
the dimensions of the elements and the spacing between the elements to meet the
requirements. FSS are categorized into two complementary main groups: patch-type
(patches array) elements and aperture-type (slots array) elements. Over the years, a
variety

of

FSS

elements

were

introduced

for

bandpass

and

bandstop

applications [57], [59], [60].
To better understand the concept of FSS filters, the interaction between the
incident electromagnetic plan wave and the free electrons on the surface of a metal
conductor must be visited. Assuming an EM plane wave is incident normally on a metal
plane which has free electrons on its surface that are restricted to oscillate in the vertical
direction only (metal length in vertical direction is more than one wavelength of the
coming wave and less than that in other directions).
Depending on the orientation of the electrical field, two scenarios are possible:
first, if the electric field polarization Ē of the incident wave is in the vertical direction
then the incoming power will be absorbed or reradiated in the opposite direction by the
oscillating electron (most of the energy will be transferred to the electron) which will
result in low or zero transmission for the incoming wave. Second, if the electric field
polarization Ē is in the horizontal direction then the incoming power will go through as
the electron will be invisible to it (most of the energy will be transferred to the other side
of the metal plane) which will result in high transmission for the incoming wave.
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3.2.1 Equivalent Circuits of different geometries of FSS
Although FSS geometries vary from simple metal strips to complicated mesh
structures, the response can be represented by an equivalent circuit. Starting with a
simple strip grating structure will allow better understanding of the representation of
mesh metal structures inform of elements of electrical circuits. The polarization of the E
field incident on FSS must be taken into consideration. The electric field orientation with
respect to the strips direction is critical [61].
If the E field polarization is parallel to the metallic strips then it will show an
inductive response (high pass filter response, Z= XL = jωL) as shown in Figure 3.2 (a). In
this case the strips will allow the wave with high frequencies to travel through while it
will absorb or suppress the lower frequencies as a result of the interaction of the E field
with the free electrons chargers on the metal [62], [63].
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Figure 3.2: (a) Inductive circuit (b) Capacitive circuit
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The negative and positive polarities will switch places as the electric field will
oscillates as the sinusoidal wave have the positive and negative cycles in one complete
wavelength period. If the E field polarization is perpendicular to the metallic strips, the
response will have a capacitive behavior (low pass filter response, Z = XC =

) as

shown in Figure 3.2 (b). In this case the strips will allow the wave with low frequencies
to travel through while it will absorb or suppress the higher frequencies [62].
The empirical closed form formulas to find the inductance (XL) and capacitance
(XC) of the mesh structures in Figure 3.3 from the values of g (periodicity of the strips),
2a (width of the metallic strip or the width of the gap between strips according to the
directions of the strips and the E field with respect to each other), and frequency of the
coming wave are:
l

s ( )

(3.1)

l

=

s ( )

(3.2)

In which the structure assumed to be lossless (R= 0), the value of the

is near to

unity; however, it has to be determined empirically to have the calculated values as close
as possible to the measured values of the impedances,

√

and

,

are

the refractive indexes for the dielectric layer on the top (usually air) and the bottom
(substrate) of the metal mesh respectively.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Inductive mesh structure (b) Capacitive mesh structure.
The closed form equations are quite complex for a simple mesh structures and it
will become more complicated equivalent circuits as the structures become more
complex geometries (mixed of capacitive, inductive, and resistive elements).
A comprehensive list of the common elements that used to form the mesh/array structures
is collected from some references [57], [58], [59], [60]. This list includes an array of the
following: circular shapes, metallic plates such as rectangles and dipoles, cross-poles,
tripoles (tripods), Jerusalem cross, three- or four-legged dipoles, rings, square loops, and
gridded square loops etc. as shown in Figure 3.4.
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Patch or
solid-type
elements

Slots or
loop-type
elements

Figure 3.4: Common typical FSS geometries used for last few decades

Each one of the FSS geometries has a frequency response which is suitable for a
specific application. The elements that have no symmetry their frequency response is
strongly dependent of the incoming wave polarization. However, the symmetric shapes
most likely are insensitive to the incident wave polarization which make them perfect
choice for applications require polarization independent FSS.

3.3 Electrode Design
Electrodes are vital component of Spatial Light Modulators (SLMs) or liquid
crystal displays (LCD), there are probably at least five thin layers as shown in Figure 3.5,
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ranging from polarizers (polarizing conductive layers) to transparent electrodes
(polarization independent conductive layers) to the actual liquid crystals themselves.
SLMs are very important devices to manipulate and steer THz beams. SLMs allow the
optical or electrical control of the spatial transmission (or reflection) of an input light
beam. Such devices are key components for many optical and optoelectronic systems,
with applications in optical processing, optical interconnections, image display, and realtime beam steering. Creating SLMs in the terahertz region of the spectrum can benefit
exciting applications in terahertz imaging and communications. The focus of this and
following chapters is to design, simulate, fabricate, and test this kind of electrode
(polarization independent). Transparent electrodes in optical region are not transparent in
THz region. The thickness of the LC is comparable to the wavelengths of the operating
frequency which make it too thick in THz. To overcome this challenge scarified structure
must be used with multiple transparent and polarization independent electrodes which
require the transmission to be > 90%.

Incident
Wave

Horizontal Polarizer
LC layer

Two transparent polarization
independent electrodes

Output Wave
Vertical Polarizer

Figure 3.5: Typical system arrangement for wave manipulation
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3.3.1 Polarizer (transparent electrode) in THz band:
When the frequency drops from the IR region to the THz region, the electric
permittivity of a conductive material increase exponentially resulting in a large Fresnel
reflection (from an optics viewpoint) or large impedance mismatch( from a RF
viewpoint). Artificial plasmonic materials must be designed. A simple subwavelength
grating has been used as a polarizer and an electrode, but the maximum transmission was
80% and dropped to 25 % across the THz passband. An early attempt to use FSS
patterned gold structure on 0.2 mm Teflon or 0.5-mm-thick Z-cut, single-crystal-quartz
substrates, which could be used as an electrode/polarizer at THz band, succeeded to reach
transmission over 90% [49]. The unit cell of the structure is shown in Figure 3.6 and
some THz frequencies dimensions are in the Table 3.1.
It is possible to get greater than 90% transmission but for one polarization
(polarization dependent) as shown in Figure 3.7. The results clearly show that the
transmission is high at bands of the terahertz associated to the design dimensions for spolarization. On the other hand they show very low transmission for p-polarization at
same frequencies. For example at 1 THz s-polarization and p-polarization were calculated
to be -1 dB and -36 dB respectively.
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Figure 3.6: The unit cell of the structure for polarization dependent design

Table 3.1: Design dimensions for some THz frequencies
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Figure 3.7: The transmission results in dB for both s-polarization and p-polarization wave
through the structure of terahertz polarizer deposited on 0.2 mm Teflon substrate.
3.3.2 Transparent and polarization independent electrode in THz band
The primary focus of the electrode design used to reduce the thickness of the LC
film is to achieve polarization independent and high transmission for the terahertz wave
while maintaining the electrical continuity and electric field uniformity between two
electrodes to drive the molecules in the LC film. High transmission can be achieved with
numerous different types of frequency selective surface (FSS) [57]. The number of
possible FFS structures diminishes quickly when considering electrode properties of
electrical continuity, uniform electrical field, and polarization independence.
To achieve electrical continuity, the patterned electrode must have continuous
electrical contact of all metal to a common potential. Therefore, the use of arrays of
isolated conductive elements cannot be used [61], [63]. Tri-arm FSS [64], [65], [66] as
well as most of the capacitive grid structures can achieve high transmission but are
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electrically discontinuous; therefore, they are poor electrodes. The inductive grids such as
the wire mesh structure or the continuous metal films with an array of slots do provide
the electrical continuity to serve as an electrode but they are polarization dependent.
The electrodes must also provide a uniform electric field across the entire liquid
crystal film even in the patterned region where the conductive material is removed. To
satisfy this requirement, fringing field effects at the edge of the slot will be relied on to
provide a uniform excitation. The electric field extends beyond the edge of the parallel
plate capacitor by a factor related to the thickness of the dielectric [67]. The design
constraint is that the farthest lateral distance in a patterned aperture to a conductive edge
will not exceed one fifth of the anticipated thickness of the electro-optic film. With this
constraint, the inductive grids [61], [63], will fail to provide the electric field uniformity
at the region of high transmission. The inductive meshes are low pass filters with high
transmission when the periods are on the order of a wavelength. Basically, the wire
segments must be separate on the order of hundreds of microns in order to achieve high
transmission. This will not provide a uniform excitation for the LC films, which will each
be on the order of 50 to 200 microns as indicated in the introduction. Therefore, the most
promising FSS structure will be an array of slots in a continuous metal film.
Finally, polarization independence can be achieved by using a slot pattern that has
orthogonal symmetry. Two well-studied structures are the dipole cross-shaped slot [68]
and tripod/tripole slot [64][65][66]. Both structures provide good electrical continuity and
uniform electrical field. The tripod slot structure was chosen over the cross-shaped,
because although the square-like structures like the cross shape will be polarization
independent at normal incident, the properties degrade quickly at off axis angles. The
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tripod structure on the other hand maintained polarization independence relatively well
even at 30 degrees off axis [64]. It was initially designed, tested, fabricated, and used for
radomes at microwave frequencies for its high transmission and polarization
independence [65][66]. The aperture pattern is basically constructed of three rectangles
each with a width of the slot, W, and a length of the slot from the edge to the center of the
tripod, L as shown in Figure 3.8. The rectangles overlap at a fixed point and are oriented
rotationally apart by 120ᵒ which form a tripod or Y-shape. This tripod has been arranged
in two elements vertically in a certain way as shown below. The unit cell is repeated with
periodicity in y direction is Py (period in vertical direction) and the periodicity in x
direction is Px (period in horizontal direction) as shown in figure 16. L and Py and Px
were defined to be as function of W for simplicity and characterization.
Additional constrains must be taken into consideration while working on the
design to implement the continuity of the conductive areas of the electrode and the
electric field uniformity. It has to be guaranteed that there is no a complete wavelength
distance of the gold in any direction to prevent the electron excitation mode, which will
result in absorbing or reflecting the incident wave. For this reason the vertical columns of
the three leg structure must overlap with each other in all directions so we will not have
long straight lines in any direction. The conductivity of the metal film is very important
to get the fast response of electrical voltage change so the gold was chosen because it
does not get rusted or make isolation at the contacts.
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Px
W

L

Py

Figure 3.8: The unit cell of the structure first design of the polarization independent
structure

The thickness of the gold film has to be over 20nm to avoid any gold islands
(discontinuity). Gold thickness range can be broken down into three regions according to
the terahertz power transmitted through these thicknesses of gold films. First for films
thicknesses ≤ 6 nm, it is called insulating phase (islands) with negligible absorption for
terahertz wave. Second, the thicknesses between (6 nm and 20 nm) are poorly conductive
with considerable terahertz absorption. Last, films with over 20 nm thicknesses are
continuous and highly absorbing in terahertz regime [15], [16][17]. The design was
fabricated by liftoff process with gold thickness 30 nm.

3.3.3 Materials Selection for substrate and spacers
For mechanical support, the thin gold electrodes must be deposited on the surface
of a substrate. The question now what is the suitable substrate in the THz regime? The
number of transparent materials is in fact quite limited in the THz band. The candidate
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substrate materials are single-crystal quartz, Teflon, and few other materials because of
their properties in this region, availability and price. Quartz is transparent to the visible
light which helps in checking the LC alignment later when the LC cell is fabricated.
Despite having an absorption resonance at 3.84 THz (128 cm-1) [14], crystal quartz has
also excellent transmittance in the lower THz region. In addition, commercially available
quartz crystal wafers exhibit very flat and smooth surfaces that make them well suited for
the micro-fabrication and deposition techniques needed to produce this structure.
However it is birefringence as it is shown in Figure 3.9 (a) and has lower transmission
than Teflon shown in Figure 3.9 (b) [14]. Also, quartz is easy to break so it needs more
caution while handling.
Teflon is easy to handle and has a higher transmission than quartz; however, it is
not transparent to visible light and it has non-sticky surface which make it difficult for the
micro-fabrication and deposition techniques needed to be developed for this substrate. It
was decided to go with quartz first because of the alignment. When the design with the
quartz substrate was simulated by COMSOL Multiphysics, which is a finite element
analysis, solver and simulation software for various physics and engineering applications.
The results were shifted (redshift because of the quartz substrate) to lower on the
frequency axis and have some peaks because of the resonance between the two electrodes
but still serves our purpose.
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Figure 3.9: ( a) single-crystal quartz transmission property at THz (b) Teflon
transmission property at THz [10]
3.3.4 Design optimization
The structure was designed such that the slot width, W, was the main variable
parameter and all other variables L, Px, and Py were defined as function of W. This way
of defining the parameters, made it practical to change dimensions and optimize the
design to get the highest terahertz wave transmission. For the tripod structure, the length
over width (L/W) ratio was swept from 1 to 3, which is consistent with similar design
values in the microwave region [65]. It was found that L/W = 2 provided the highest
transmission at our chosen THz frequencies which is consistent with a similar design
values in microwave region. The frequency was fixed at 1 THz, and then an optimization
was done for W that gives the highest transmission. The following figure show that the
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optimization for W at 1 THz which was 41.1µm as shown in Figure 3.10. The other
parameters defined as Px= 3W, Py = 9W, and Px/Py = fixed ratio 1/3 as shown in
Figure 3.11. The Drude model was used to calculate the relative permittivity of
the gold in terahertz regime since it is hard to find experimental values due lack of
sources and other devices.

Figure 3.10: Optimization of Width W for 1THz

L

W

Py

Px

Figure 3.11: The design for 1THz, W = 41.1 µm, L = 82.2 µm, Px = 123.3 µm, Py = 369.9
µm, and T = 88.7 % (x), 88.0 % (y).
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Figure 3.12: The designed structure w= 41.1 µm for 1THz with T≈ 88.7% for (x-blue
line, y- green line) polarizations without substrate

The summary for the some frequencies in THz band and the corresponding, W,
transmission T, L, Px, and Py is provided in table 2

Table 3.2: Range of (0.5-2) THz frequencies and the corresponding W width which gives
the highest transmission T
Frequency (THz) W Width (μm) T Transmission % L Length (μm) Px (μm)
0.5
78
72.2
156
234
0.7
58
80.7
116
174
1
41.1
88.7
82.2
123.3
1.3
32.8
95.2
65.6
98.4
1.5
28.5
96.45
57
85.5
1.7
24.5
97.95
49
73.5
2
20.8
98.88
41.6
62.4

Py (μm)
702
522
369.9
295.2
256.5
220.5
187.2

As the goal is to achieve the highest transmission possible (over 90%) at the
desired range mentioned in chapter 2 (0.2 – 1 THz) thorough FSS electrode, results
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shown in Figure 3.12 and Table 3.2 clearly state that an improvement must be done on
the design to increase the transmission and at the same time satisfying other required
design constrains.
3.3.5 Enhanced Design
The tripod aperture pattern was kept the same as a width of the slot, W, and a
length of the slot from the edge to the center of the tripod, L, as shown in Figure 3.13.
However, the periodicities in y, Py, changed aiming for better transmission. The ratio of
the length over width (L/W) also was kept as in the initial design at value of 2 for the
highest transmission. Therefore we set L equal to twice the width. Px and Py were set
equal to three times the width in order to achieve good packing density as shown in
Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13: The Enhanced design structure
3.3.6 Simulation
The transmission properties for orthogonal polarization states through the
patterned structure in the terahertz regime are simulated using a multi-physics software
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package called COMSOL. Since the structure will be patterned in gold, a Drude model is
used to calculate its relative permittivity in terahertz regime. The thickness of the gold
layer for simulation was chosen to be 2 µm in order to reduce the computation time.
Although the fabrication thickness of the gold is approximately 30 nm, the simulation
results will not be significantly different than using 2 µm. This difference may affect the
transmission amplitude as more losses will be encountered in the gold or the total
radiation through the structure but not the resonance peaks [51], [56]. The simulation
covers the frequency range from 0.1 to 1.0 THz which is the limitation of the THz source
used for testing. Also, the mesh size was chosen to be as small as possible, which results
in the number of mesh elements to be about 6 million. The structure was set on x-y plane
and the incident wave was in z-direction where it will enter the substrate slab then the
metal structure. The structure is assumed to be infinite. The transmission was calculated
immediately after the structure.
Based on optimization to achieve maximum transmission, Figure 3.14 shows a
power law relationship between the width W in microns and the desired center frequency
in THz. By knowing the desired frequency, the width W in micrometers can be
determined from the diagram or calculated by using the power law relation in (3.3) with a
coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.9954.

W (µm) = 31.488. (f (THz))-0.892
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(3.3)

Figure 3.14: The tripod width, W, optimized for maximum transmission for a given
frequency f at part of THz frequencies.

In addition to polarization independence, the uniformity of the electric field across
the LC film is also critical. In Figure 3.15, a map of the electric field vectors as result of
an applied potential difference of 10 Volts at the two FSS electrodes separated by 200 μm
is provided. By setting the LC film thickness to be greater than five times the feature size
of the width of tripod apertures, the electric field lines were nearly uniform throughout
the LC film. Figure 3 is a 2-D map chosen from a 3-D simulation in which the anticipated
worst case was expected. The worst case was assumed to be the position at a plane for
which the minimum amount of gold exists in any vertical slicing to the two electrodes in
the 3-D structure. It should be noted that, the E-field strength within 200 nm of the
surface are not used in the uniformity statistics since the LC molecule are not expected to
reorient near the surface as a result of hard anchoring condition [69].
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W
L

Slicing axis

Figure 3.15: (a) The slicing position across one of the arms of the tripod to show the side
view of the electric field lines between the two electrodes.

Although the minimum electric field strength in the z-direction, 25V/mm, and the
maximum, 74V/mm, vary significantly, the standard deviation over the entire volume is
less than 1.0 V/mm with an average electric field of 47.4 V/mm. For continuous
electrodes, the electric field would simply be 50 V/mm. These values show that the
electric field between the two electrodes is quite uniform.
In order to obtain a practical electrode, a quartz substrate with a thickness on the
order of 0.5 mm must be simulated. The effects due to the reflections at the substrate
surfaces alter the transmission properties producing the typical resonant oscillations. The
polarization independence is maintained even with the thicker substrate, so only one
polarization state (x-polarization) is shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Electrical field lines between two electrodes exist in any vertical slicing of
the two electrodes in the 3-D structure. The distance between the electrodes is 200 µm
but the thickness of the gold is not to scale to be noticeable and to show the metal
position only.
3.3.6.1 Quartz
The substrate chosen in the simulation is crystal quartz oriented such that its caxis is normal to the surface. Thus, the substrate appears to be isotropic to a normally
incident THz beam. The refractive index of the quartz in the simulation was set to
2.154 [14], [15].
As indicated previously, one of our primary goals with this electrode structure is
to ensure polarization independence of the transmission properties. Figure 3.17shows the
simulated transmission results of a THz wave as it propagates through the proposed
design with a feature width, W= 47µm, as a function of frequency. For this initial
simulation, a quartz substrate with a thickness of 10 µm was chosen in order to avoid any
resonant effects due to multiple reflections at the surfaces. By ignoring the resonant
effects, the design acts as a typical band-pass filter. It is clear from the results that the
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orthogonal polarization states behave identically in amplitude and phase and thus the
structure is polarization independent.

Figure 3.17: The transmission results for the two orthogonal polarization states of THz
wave from simulation on a quartz substrate with a thickness of 10 µm propagates through
the proposed design with a feature width, W= 47µm.

The substrate thicknesses are chosen to be 10, 200, 500, and 800 µm for W= 47
µm structure. By increasing the substrate thickness, the maximum transmission (T) can
be improved slightly at the cost of an oscillatory channel shape. As seen in Figure 3.18,
the maximum transmission (Tx) improves from 92% to 97% when quartz thickness
changes from 10 µm to 200 µm. Depending on the application and the availability, the
substrate thickness can be chosen accordingly.
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0.968

0.92

Figure 3.18: The transmission through quartz substrates of different thicknesses of 10,
200, 500, and 800 µm for W= 47 µm structure.

With the bandpass and resonant effects, the design can be optimized to any
desired center frequency. To simplify the optimization, the width W, is used as the
independent variable with all other variables, L, Px, and Py defined as function of W. In
this approach, an absolute maximum transmission may not be achieved, but a straightforward local maximum can be obtained while adhering to the continuity and uniformity
constraints previously discussed.

3.3.6.2 Teflon
Although the commercially available quartz and silica wafers have very good
transmission in the lower THz band and exhibit very flat and smooth surfaces that make
them well suited for micro-fabrication, these wafers are quite fragile at thickness of 0.5
mm and thinner which means the stratified structure will be relatively thick in
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comparison to the tunable layers. Also the high refractive index of silica (n ≈ 2.15 in the
THz region [15]) causes high reflection at the air and LC (n ≈ 1.6) interfaces resulting in
reduced transmission. In contrast Teflon is flexible, easy to handle even at thickness of
50μm and has a refractive index (n ≈ 1.5) close to the LC films. The challenge of using
Teflon is the non-sticky surface makes it more difficult for the micro-fabrication and
deposition techniques needed to produce the electrodes. In this work, we have developed
the micro-fabrication processes, so Teflon was selected because of its flexibility and the
availability of very thin films (tens of microns). Flexibility provides an added benefit in
that one can pursue tunable cloaking applications which require curved surfaces. The
substrate chosen in the simulation is Teflon. Thus, the substrate appears to be isotropic to
a normally incident THz beam. The refractive index of Teflon in the simulation was set to
1.48 [14].
The simulation covers the frequency range from 0.3 to 1.3 THz just to have a
comprehensive look of the transmission curve although the limitations of the THz sources
for testing is from 0.1 to 1.0 THz. Also, the mesh size was chosen to be as small as
possible which result in number of mesh elements to be about 6 million. The structure
assumed to be infinite. The transmission was calculated after the structure immediately.
In order to obtain a suitable substrate thickness, the substrate thicknesses are
simulated to be 10, 200, 500, and 800 µm for W= 47 µm structure. By increasing the
substrate thickness, the maximum transmission (T) can be improved slightly at the cost of
an oscillatory channel shape. As seen in Figure 3.19, the maximum transmission (T)
improves from 94% to 99% when Teflon thickness changes from 10 µm to 800 µm.
Depending on the application and the availability, the substrate thickness can be chosen
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accordingly. Also, it is clear from the results that the orthogonal polarization states
behave identically in amplitude and phase and thus the structure is polarization
independent.

Figure 3.19: The transmission through Teflon substrates of different thicknesses of 10,
200, 500, and 800 µm for W= 47 µm structure.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ELECTRODE FABRICATION AND TESTING

In this chapter, the fabrication process of the designed electrode will be discussed
in detail for two kinds of four inch wafer substrates; quartz and Teflon. These two
materials have distinct properties which require the fabrication of the electrode on their
surfaces to be different. The microfabrication process was performed in the clean room
facilities of the Nano and Micro Device Center within the Center for Applied Optics at
The University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH). The test equipment is explained as well
as measurements results for both substrates. All measurements were conducted at Army
Aviation and Missile RD&E Center, Weapon Sciences Directorate, Redstone Arsenal
base lab by Dr. Martin Heimbeck. The discussion will be divided into two main sections:
electrode fabrication and transmission measurements (testing) for each of the substrate
materials.

4.1 Electrode Fabrication
4.1.1 Electrode Fabrication on Quartz
The electrode design was fabricated on quartz using a basic photolithography liftoff process as shown in Figure 4.1. The process starts a clean bare four inch and 500μm
thick wafers double side polished (DSP) of quartz (navg = 2.154). The deposition steps
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can be broken down into substrate cleaning, photoresist coating, UV light exposure,
developing, deposition and lifting off:

Figure 4.1: the fabrication process (lift-off)

1) Pre-Cleaning Bare Wafers:
To remove any dust particles on the wafers which will be an obstacle for
smooth depositing for the photoresist or gold layers pre-cleaning process
is performed. These particles may cause a failure or malfunction for the
final outcome structures or devices. Cleaning was done by washing the
wafers using Acetone, Isopropyl Alcohol, and DI water to remove any
particles or contaminants on the surfaces. Then dry the wafers by using
Nitrogen gas and baking them for 20 to 30 minutes at 120 C for perfect
dryness which is required for next steps.
2) Photoresist Layer (Coating):
Photoresist is an essential part of any photolithography process. These
polymers react to the UV light exposure. There are two main types of
photoresist; one that is weakened by UV exposure and become more
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soluble in the developer solution called positive photoresist; one which
becomes stronger and less soluble in the developer called negative
photoresist. Based on that and the desirable structure to be fabricated, a
positive or negative mask and photoresist can be chosen to produce the
proposed structure. In the UAH clean room, the UV source is centered at a
wavelength of 365 nm UV. The photoresist is a positive photoresist called
AZ MiR 701. This photoresist was dispensed on a bare clean wafer. The
wafer placed in a spinner with a ramp up speed of 500 rpm for 30 seconds
then a spin speed of 1500 rpm for another 60 seconds to have a smooth
uniform coating of photoresist. The wafer then placed in a 90 C oven for
30 minutes for a soft bake prior to UV exposure on a mask aligner.
3) UV Exposure:
This step is to transfer the pattern on the negative photomask to the
photoresist coating on the wafer using soft contact process. Photomask is
a plate of quartz or different materials that are used in such application
which have the desirable structure patterned on them already. The
photomask can be positive which has identical pattern as the final
structure or negative which has the negative of the final structure. Surface
cleanness of the mask and wafer is very important in this step so the
pattern will be clean too with no destroyed features. The mask must be on
the top of the wafer and the UV light shines on the top of the mask. The
time of the UV light exposure is 60 seconds. Figure 4.2shows the used
mask design for this electrode.
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Figure 4.2: The mask design with electrode pattern.

4) Photoresist Development:
As mentioned previously, positive photoresist AZ MiR 701 was used and
the developer which works with it is AZ 300 MIF. The developer will
wash away the areas of the photoresist that were exposed to the UV light
and leave it bare areas in preparation for the chrome and gold deposition.
The time of the wafer to be soaked in the developer is 60 seconds. Usually
a thin film of the photoresist will remain after developing so an O2
cleaning in order to remove any unwanted material may be required.
Figure 4.3 shows the quartz wafer with electrode pattern printed on it after
the developer step.
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Figure 4.3: Quartz wafer with electrode pattern printed on it after the developer step

5) Chromium and Gold Deposition:
Depositing a thin film of a metal on a surface of a quartz wafer could be
done with several different techniques such as thermal evaporation,
sputtering, and chemical vapor deposition. First two methods were used to
deposit the desirable structure but the sputtering show more metal film
stability than the film deposited by thermal evaporation method. The
fabrication was done by depositing a very thin layer of chrome (about 5
nm) followed by a gold film of 50 nm because the gold does not adhere
well directly to the quartz surface. The metal films will be deposited
uniformly on the wafer surfaces which still have the photoresist on and the
bare surfaces have nothing on them.
6) Lift-off process:
This is the last step where the wafer is washed by Acetone that will lift-off
the rest of the photoresist including the metal layer on it. The only parts
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that will stay are the gold layer that was deposited directly on the bare
quartz substrate. The wafer is then washed with DI water and dehydrated
by Nitrogen gas. Figure 4.4 shows the quartz wafer with electrode pattern
printed on it after the lift-off step.

Figure 4.4: Quartz wafer with electrode pattern printed on it after the lift-off step.

After performing these steps, the electrode structure lift-off fabrication process on
the top of quartz wafer is done. This process was executed using two different mask
patterns one has the initial design and the second has the enhanced design and the
fabricated results as shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Fabricated designs (initial and enhanced) under the microscope; the black
color is the hole and the light color is the gold.
4.1.2 Electrode Fabrication on Teflon
Teflon is flexible, easy to handle even at thickness of 50 μm and has a refractive
index (n  1.5) close to the LC films. In this work, we have developed the microfabrication processes for Teflon because it has the additional benefits over quartz in that
it is flexibility and the readily available as very thin films (tens of microns). Flexibility
provides an added benefit in that one can pursue tunable cloaking applications which
require curved surfaces. The challenge of using Teflon is the non-sticky surface makes it
more difficult for the micro-fabrication and deposition techniques needed to produce the
electrodes. Basic wet etching process was used as shown in Figure 4.6.
Teflon wafer
Photoresist
Mask
Gold

UV
Light

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 4.6: Electrode fabrication process on Teflon substrate (wet etching)
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1) Pre-Cleaning Bare Wafers:
Pre-cleaning process is performed by washing the wafers using Acetone,
Isopropyl Alcohol, and DI water to remove any particles or contaminants
on the surfaces. Then dry the wafers by using Nitrogen gas and baking
them for 20 to 30 minutes at 120 C for perfect dryness which is required
for next steps. As it is known that the surface of the Teflon is non-sticky
and to promote the adhesion of the metal gold that will be deposited next,
the wafer may be exposed to the hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) adhesion
promoter for 20 minutes.
2) Chromium and Gold Deposition:
Depositing a thin film of a metal on a surface of a Teflon wafer was done
by using the sputtering method which produces more stable (not easy to be
scratched) metal film than the film deposited by thermal evaporation
method. The fabrication was done by depositing a very thin layer of
chrome (about 5 nm) followed by a gold film of 50 nm because the gold
does not adhere well directly to the Teflon surface. The metal films will be
deposited directly and uniformly on the wafer surface.
3) Photoresist Layer (Coating):
As mentioned above at the UAH clean room, the UV source is centered at
a wavelength of 365 nm UV light and the photoresist that used in the
photolithography process is positive photoresist called AZ MiR 701. This
photoresist was dispensed on the gold layer on the top of the Teflon wafer.
The wafer placed in a spinner with a ramp up speed of 500 rpm for 30
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seconds then a spin speed of 1500 rpm for another 60 seconds to have a
smooth uniform coating of photoresist. The wafer then placed at 90 C
oven for 30 minutes (for a soft bake) prior to UV exposure on a mask
aligner.
4) UV Exposure:
To transfer the pattern on the negative photomask to the photoresist
coating on the wafer using soft contact process, it has to be done by
shining the UV light on the mask while it is directly on the top of the
photoresist. The time of the UV light exposure is 60 seconds. Figure 4.2
shows the used mask design for this electrode.
5) Photoresist Development:
The developer AZ 300 MIF was used which works with positive
photoresist AZ MiR 701. The developer will wash away the areas of the
photoresist that were exposed to the UV light and leave it bare gold areas
in preparation for etching the gold spots. The time of the wafer to be
soaked in the developer is 60 seconds. Then the wafer washed with DI
water and dried by Nitrogen gas.
6) Wet etching process:
Wet etching is performed by soaking the wafer in gold etchant (9:1) for 25
seconds to etch the entire gold layer in exposed areas which have
thickness of 50 nm as the etching rate for it is 200nm/minute. The only
areas of gold will stay are the areas with photoresist on them. The last step
is where the wafer is washed by Acetone that will remove the rest of the
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photoresist that was protecting the metal layer then dry the wafer with
Nitrogen gas.
After performing these steps, the electrode structure etching fabrication process
on the top of Teflon wafer is done. This process was only executed using mask patterns
has the enhanced design. The design and the fabricated result are shown in Figure 4.7 and
Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.7: The Enhanced design structure

Figure 4.8: Tripod gold film aperture array transparent electrode design structure and the
fabricated enhanced designs under the microscope; the black color is the hole and the
light color is the gold.
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4.2 Measurements System
As was mentioned previously in this chapter, all measurements were conducted at
the Army Aviation and Missile RD&E Center, Weapon Sciences Directorate, Redstone
Arsenal base lab by Dr. Martin Heimbeck. The THz testing system used is the backwardwave oscillator sources (BWOs), which is a form of vacuum electronic sources, relies
heavily on wave mixing to tune to the requisite THz frequency. BWOs are highly
monochromatic sources, with an excellent stability. THz transmission measurements
through 20 x 20 mm samples of the aforementioned FSS electrodes were performed using
a frequency-domain THz ellipsometer [37]. Figure 4.9 shows a picture of the sample
mounted in the ellipsometer. The ellipsometer used an electronically tunable, highly
coherent 0.110 – 0.170 THz backward wave oscillator (BWO). The BWO frequency can
be extended to 0.220 – 0.330, 0.330 – 0.500, or 0.660 – 1.0 THz with x2, x3, or x6
frequency multipliers based on GaAs Schottky diode technology. The red lines in figure
4-9 shows the path that the THz beam takes from the source to the detector. This beam is
focused almost exactly at the sample using a light beam that tells the position of the
invisible THz beam. The output signal after the device under test is detected by a
broadband Golay cell relies on a thermometric detection technique. In addition to
providing transmission measurements for both horizontal and vertical linear polarization
states, this system is capable of full THz ellipsometry and Mueller matrix measurements
in transmission and reflection geometries. The resolution of this system is less than 5
GHz which means and change in the signal between any two consecutive measurements
will not be detected by the system.
As it will show in the measurements section later in this chapter, the source has
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problem measuring in the ranges between 0.17 and 0.23 THz and (0.51 to 0.66) THz for
all cases which could be related to the mixers modules at these specific ranges of
frequency.

Figure 4.9: The experimental set up during the FSS electrodes measured in THz
ellipsometer.

Consistent with the available THz source in our test setup, the initial designs were
optimized to work within the range of frequency from 0.1 to 1 THz. Also, the
transmission peaks are chosen to be away from the bands that the source cannot measure.
Since the goal is to measure the transmission of THz wave through a metallic structure
with certain apertures, the transmission mechanism has to be explained in order to
understand the results. The transmission mechanism through sub-wavelengths slots in
thin conductive metal sheet in the THz band is well studied [56]. The extraordinary
optical transmission (EOT) in the terahertz regime is different from the optical or near75

infrared frequencies. In the visible/near IR regions the main mechanism is surface
plasmon polaritons (SPPs), which requires working relatively near the conductor’s
plasma frequency.

4.3 Transmission mechanism in THz (Spoof PP /Depolarization)
At the visible and infrared frequencies the SPP resonances are supported by metal
free conduction electrons that oscillate on the metal-dielectric surface responding to the
incident radiation. An oscillating Surface Charge Density Wave (SCDW) is generated on
the metal surface with the k-vector orthogonal to the surface but, since the distance
between oscillating dipoles is very small with respect to the wavelength, the generated
second order radiation cancels out in the far field. The result is an evanescent wave above
the surface. In THz band (lower frequencies), Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPP) cannot
propagate because the metals behave like Perfect Electrical Conductors (PEC) becoming
non-permeable to radiation. However, SPP-like behavior has been observed called Spoof
Surface Plasmons (SSP) [56]. To explain how the SSP works at THz to cause the
extraordinary transmission, the metal film has to have a sub-wavelength slits or apertures
to support the process. Assume the system as an array of periodically spaced apertures in
a metal at THz (even a perfect conductor) film can support SSP if W and P x,Py are subwavelength, in other words W < Px < 𝜆 (W = aperture dimension, Px = grid period, and λ
= radiation wavelength) [49]. As shown in Figure 4.10, an electric dipole is formed on
each cut and couples with the incoming radiation. Secondary radiation is generated
within the slit and constrained to be Transverse electromagnetic (TEM), which is a mode
of propagation where the electric and magnetic field lines are all restricted to directions
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normal (transverse) to the direction of propagation, whose propagation is in turn
supported by a SCDW on both surfaces of the Parallel Plate Waveguide (PPWG). When
the wave reaches the bottom, another electric dipole is formed which partially radiates
into space and partially re-radiates within the waveguide. This generates a TEM mode
resonance in accordance with the Fabry-Pérot etalon theory. This mode is called the
Structured Surface Plasmon (SSP) and explains how Extraordinary Transmission (EOT)
is supported by periodic structures at lower frequencies through the excitation of the SPPlike modes If the features W an Px are too small compared to λ, the metal structure will
behave as continues metal film and has no transmission. On the other hand, if the features
are too large with respect to λ the structure will have destructive random interference
from all corners (radiated dipoles) which can result in a depolarization state.
The SSP is strongly dependent of the geometry structure compared to the
wavelength rather than the materials properties which considered being metamaterial
response. This will help explain the results from simulation and measurements of the
transmission through the designs [49].

Figure 4.10: SSP mechanism [49]
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4.4 Test Results and Discussion
This section will present the results from the simulation along with measurements
for the transmission through the enhanced sub-wavelengths designs. These designs were
simulated and fabricated on two different substrates quartz and Teflon. These results will
be discussed taking into consideration the unique transmission mechanism via subwavelength metallic structures at the THz frequency.
4.4.1 Test result on Quartz
The first simulated and fabricated design was the initial design explained in
chapter 3 section 3.3.4 and shown again in Figure 4.11. This structure was designed to
work at 1 THz with optimized width W = 41.1 μm. The results were not as desired where
T = 88.7 % (x), 88.0 % (y) in simulation (less than 90%) and in the measurements as
shown in figure 4-yy the peaks fall into the immeasurable bans of the used source.

L

W

Py

Px

Figure 4.11: The design for 1THz, W = 41.1 µm, L = 82.2 µm, Px = 123.3 µm, Py = 369.9
µm, and T = 88.7 % (x), 88.0 % (y) in simulation.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 4.12: (a) The simulation (b) The measurement, transmission results at (0.1-1) THz
for the first design at W=41.1 um.

For the enhanced design as shown Figure 4.7, the fabricated designs were chosen
with widths W of 65, and 85 µm so the corresponding peak transmission will be at the
frequencies of 0.43, and 0.3 THz, respectively, would fall into the measurable bands. The
structures were fabricated on quartz using a gold lift-off process. After fabricating the
structures and testing them with the system mentioned above in this chapter, the results
were as shown in Figure 4.13 (a) and (b); the designed structure for W = 85 µm and f =
0.30 THz, the measurement results are T ≈ 93.4% at 0.3 THz for (x –blue dots, y –red
dots) polarizations which is higher than the simulation results (90%). The designed
structure for W = 64 µm and f = 0.43 THz, The measurement results are T ≈ 87.3% for (x
–blue dots, y – red dots) polarizations. For this design, the transmission in simulation has
two frequencies that have high transmission of 95%, 0.53 and 0.43 THz. In the
measurement, the only one of these frequencies that was measurable is the lower
frequency where the transmission was 87%.
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Figure 4.13: (a) the designed structure for W = 85 µm and f = 0.3 THz. (b) the designed
structure for W = 64 µm and f =0.43 THz
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4.4.2 Discussion of Results on Quartz
As it was mentioned in chapter 3, the simulated and fabricated FSS designs
expected to behave as band pass filters. This behavior is very clear from the simulation
and experimental results for the transmission properties of the fabricated designs initial
and enhanced as shown in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 respectively. Both orthogonal
polarization states Tx and Ty are presented for the simulation and measurements.
Because of the difference in the refractive indices of the air (n = 1) and the quartz
(n = 2.15) on both interfaces of the substrate, these interfaces will behave like mirrors
forming a Fabry Perot cavity. Wave or ray confined in a cavity will reflect multiple times
from the mirrors, and due to the effects of interference. Only certain patterns at certain
frequencies of radiation (peaks) will be allowed to transmit by constrictive interference,
with the others being suppressed by destructive interference. In general, radiation patterns
which are reproduced are the eigenmodes (resonance frequencies), known as the modes,
of the resonator.
The results are in good agreement taking into consideration the approximation in
the values of the thickness of the substrate and the refractive index of the medium. Slight
shifts in the resonant peaks are consistent 0.020mm tolerance of the thickness of
commercially purchased quartz wafers which is about 4 GHz. Also, the distances
between Fabry Perot resonances peaks from the results are as expected from the formula.
(4. 1)
where Δf is the distance between two consecutive frequency peaks in hertz, d, is the
length of the Fabry Perot cavity (thickness of the substrate), n, is the refractive index of
the cavity medium (substrate material), c, is the speed of light in free space. For example,
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for the enhanced design from the results Δf ≈ 0.12 THz and from the formula with d =
500 μm and n = 2.15 is equal about 0.13 THz.
The resonance peaks from the experiment and the simulation are in relatively
good agreement. The designed structure for W = 85 µm has evenly distributed peak
related to the substrate thickness as it will be explained later, for example f = 0.3 THz, the
result from measurements was T ≈ 93.4% (x –blue dots, y –red dots polarizations) which
is higher than the simulation result (90%). The designed structure for W = 64 µm for
example has a peak at f = 0.43 THz, the simulation result was 95 % where the
measurement result was only 87.3% for (x –blue dots, y – red dots polarizations).
One discrepancy of the experimental data from the simulation is the noticeably
larger transmission values at side lobes of the lower frequencies and higher frequencies in
measurements versus the simulation. One explanation for this disparity is related to the
difference of the gold thickness between simulation and measurements. As mentioned in
chapter 3, the gold thickness in simulation was set at 2 μm in order to reduce the
computational time of the calculations using COMSOL to a reasonable number. At
present, a common simulation run could take several 15 hours to more than a day to
compute. When the thickness was set to any value between the real fabricated thickness
50 nm and less than 2 μm COMSOL will not be able to perform one run. In fabrication
the gold thickness was 50 nm which about 1/20th from the simulation value. Considering
the transmission mechanism at THz frequencies and how the thickness of the slits play a
role in increasing the transmission when the feature conditions compared to the wave
lengths are satisfied as mentioned above W < Px < 𝜆 (W = aperture dimension, Px = grid
period, and λ = radiation wavelength). At THz lower frequencies, wave lengths are in
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order of millimeters which satisfies this relationship as the features are in microns range.
Also, at higher frequencies the results show also an agreement at the transition point of
the bandpass filter to a depolarization effect. This happened when the frequency increases
such that the wavelength drops to become on the same order of the features size, the
conductive edges of the structure become radiators causing a depolarization of the
beam [49]. For example, from Figure 4.13(a) the design working at 0.3 THz (λ = 1 mm
more than 10 of W) has W = 85 μm and Px = 255 μm satisfies the condition of W < Px <
𝜆. As the frequency increases, for example 0.5 THz (λ = 600 μm less than 10 of W)
depolarization state starts and continue as the frequency increases.

4.4.3 Test Results on Teflon
Although the commercially available quartz and silica wafers have very good
transmission properties in the lower THz band and exhibit very flat and smooth surfaces
that make them well suited for micro-fabrication, these wafers are quite fragile at
thickness below 0.5 mm which means the stratified structure will be relatively thick in
comparison to the tunable layers. Also, the high refractive index of silica (n ≈ 2.15 in the
THz region [14]) causes high reflection at the air and LC (n ≈ 1.6) interfaces resulting in
reduced transmission. In contrast Teflon is flexible, easy to handle even at thickness of 50
nm and has a refractive index (n ≈1.5) close to the LC films. The challenge of using
Teflon is the non-sticky surface makes it more difficult for the micro-fabrication and
deposition techniques needed to produce the electrodes. In this work, we have developed
the micro-fabrication processes, so Teflon was selected because of its flexibility and the
availability of very thin films (tens of microns). Flexibility provides an added benefit in
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that one can pursue tunable cloaking applications which require curved surfaces. The
transmission properties for orthogonal polarization states through the patterned structure
in the terahertz regime are simulated using a multi-physics software package called
COMSOL. The refractive index of the Teflon in the simulation was set to 1.48 [14], the
thickness is 250 µm which the real wafer thickness and the gold thickness is 2 μm. The
simulation covers the frequency range from 0.1 to 0.8 THz which is the limitation of the
THz source used for testing figure 4-9. The designs were fabricated with widths chosen
to be 85 and 64 µm for the corresponding frequencies of 0.43 and 0.5 THz, respectively.
The structures were fabricated using a standard gold etching process. The experimental
results along with simulation results for the transmission properties of the fabricated
design are shown in Figure 4.14and Figure 4.15. Both orthogonal polarization states are
presented and perfectly identical. The results from the experiment and the simulation are
in relatively good agreement. The highest transmission experimentally measured for w =
85 µm the peak measured transmission T is ≈ 92.3 % for 0.43 THz Figure 4.14. For w=
64 µm is T ≈ 92.1% for the 0.5 THz design shown in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.14: The simulated and measured transmission for w = 85 µm for the 0.43 THz
design.
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Figure 4.15: The simulated and measured transmission for w = 64 µm for the 0.5 THz
design.
4.4.4 Discussion of Results on Teflon
Because of the need for a fixable substrate for some applications like cloaking
applications which require curved surfaces, the work expanded to use Teflon as another
alternative for substrate material that is transparent in THz band. It was chosen because
of its flexibility and the availability of very thin films (tens of microns).
The bandpass filter shape of the FSS structure is realized as expected. The results
are in good agreement taking into consideration the approximation in the values of the
thickness of the substrate (≈ 500 ± 50 μm) and the refractive index of the Teflon (n =
1.48). Slight shifts in the resonant peaks (25 GHz) are consistent with the tolerance of the
thickness of commercially purchased Teflon. Also, the distances between Fabry Perot
resonances peaks from the results are as expected from the formula. For example, for the
enhanced design from the results Δf ≈ 0.19 THz and from the formula with d = 500 μm
and n = 1.48 is equal about 0.20 THz.
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The experimental results along with simulation results for the transmission
through the fabricated enhanced designs for two values of W (width) = 85 and 64 μm are
shown in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 respectively. The highest transmission
experimentally measured for w = 85 µm the peak measured transmission T is ≈ 92.3 %
for 0.43 THz. For w= 64 µm is T ≈ 92.1% for the 0.5 THz design shown in Figure 4.15.
Both orthogonal polarization states Tx and Ty are presented for the simulation and
measurements.
As it was mentioned in the discussion of the quartz results, the discrepancy of the
experimental data from the simulation is the noticeably larger transmission values at side
lobes of the lower frequencies and higher frequencies in measurements versus the
simulation. This is related to the difference of the gold thickness between simulation and
measurements. Considering the transmission mechanism at THz frequencies and how the
thicknesses of the slits play a role in increasing the transmission as mentioned above. At
THz lower frequencies, wave lengths are in order of millimeters which satisfies that
relationship as the features are in microns range. Also, at higher frequencies the results
show also an agreement at the transition point of the bandpass filter to a depolarization
effect. This happened when the frequency increases such that the wavelength drops to
become on the same order of the features size. For example, from Figure 4.14 the design
working at 0.43 THz (λ = 700 μm more than 8 of W) has W = 85 μm and Px = 255 μm
satisfies the condition of W < Px < 𝜆. As the frequency increases, for example 0.7 THz (λ
= 428 μm about 5 of W) depolarization state starts and continue as the frequency
increases.
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CHAPTER FIVE
LIQUID CRYSTAL CELL

This chapter illustrates in details how the homogeneously aligned liquid crystal
(LC) cells are made. This includes the preparation and the assembling parts of the
process. Capacitance measurements will be performed to check the quality of the LC
molecular alignment and to determine if there are any short circuit between the two
electrodes.

5.1 Materials for LC cell
The process of making LC cell is an essential part of making any tunable device
using LC. Thus learning how to make these LC cells is very important. First of all the
material that are needed have to be prepared before the assembling part of the process
started. The materials needed are as follows:
1) Top electrode (deposited on either quartz or Teflon substrate).
2) Bottom electrode (deposited on either quartz or Teflon substrate).
3) E7 (liquid crystal material commercially available from EM Industries,
Hawthorne N.Y.)
4) Polyvinyl Alcohol (4% PVA).
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5) Polyimide, plastic, or Teflon wrap (used as spacers) different thicknesses
as needed.
6) Binder clamps or any other kind of holders to hold the final LC cell
structure as shown in Figure 5.1.
7) DI water.
8) Rubbing cloth fixed on metal heavy weight as shown in Figure 5.1.

Rubbing cloth

Holders
Spacer

E7 LC

Top and
bottom
electrodes

Rubbing
direction

Figure 5.1: Some of the needed materials to make LC cell.

5.2 LC cell surface preparation
To prepare the surfaces of the top and bottom electrodes, 4 % PVA concentration
by weight has to be prepared by dissolving 4 grams of PVA powder in 100 mL of DI
water. This mixture is heated and stirred to improve solubility produce the 4% PVA
solution. The process of making a homogeneously aligned LC cell starts with clean, dry
top and bottom electrodes on substrates. Then the inner (the two surfaces which will face
each other) surfaces of the top and the bottom electrodes will be coated with the 4% PVA
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using the spinner machine shown in Figure 5.2 (spin 300 rpm for 15 seconds then spin
2500 rpm for 60 seconds. A soft baked at 90 C for 15 minutes follows to remove the
water from the surface.
Using a marker to illustrate the rubbing direction on both top and bottom surfaces
depending on the desirable LC cell to be made. This step is performed to induce a pre-tilt
angle to the molecules near to the surface of the cell. Pre-tilt angle is very important to
determine the molecular orientation and speed up the switching process when the electric
field applied. In this case the rubbing directions are in opposite directions as the desired
LC cell is homogeneously aligned twisted nematic LC cell as explained in chapter 2.
Rubbing is performed by using a special cloth repeatedly about 14-20 times in one
direction (arrow direction) as shown in Figure 5.1. This process will produce surface
force that aligns the near molecules in parallel direction to the surface.

Electrodes

4% PVA

Figure 5.2: Electrodes are mounted on the spinner machine to coat them with 4% PVA.
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5.3 LC cell assembling (Fabrication) process
After the two surfaces of the LC cell top and bottom sides prepared, the LC is
added in between. E7 LC is dispensed using plastic transfer pipette in the center of the
bottom electrode structure which is put on the bottom part of the holder as shown in
Figure 5.3. The copper tape is attached outside connectors are added to both electrodes to
be used later for the measurments and when applying voltage on LC cell to reorient the
molecules. Finally, the top substrate with electrode is placed on the top of the bottom side
that has the LC material in a way that the arrows representing the rubbing directions are
in opposite directions. The rubbing direction will ensure how the molecular close to the
surface will be tilted for faster molecular orientation when the electric field is applied.
Then the top part of the holder is placed on the top and fixed by the two screws as in
Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.3: Assembling process when adding LC material on the top of the bottom
electrode to make LC cell.
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Figure 5.4: Final assembled LC cell.

5.4 LC cell visual testing and capacitance measurements
LC cell can be checked visually for any impurities or bubbles in LC film if the
substrate is transparent like quartz. When the LC is put between two quartz substrates
will look as cloudy liquid and by time the bubbles will move to the edges and clear and
the molecules of LC will align themselves and LC film will become clear too. This check
is important to prevent any malfunction or failure in the performance of the LC cell.
The experimental test, which could be done on any LC cell whether it has
transparent or non-transparent substrate, is the capacitance measurement between the two
electrodes. As explained before, LC is uniaxial material. The permittivity tensor changes
with the change of the molecules orientation (dielectric constants changes). The varying
in the permittivity will cause a change in the capacitance value as the LC cell acts as a
capacitor. Each LC cell has different value of capacitance depending on many factors
such as the LC film thickness and voltage applied. The measurements are performed by
using Agilent 4263B LCR meter for three different LC cells with three various designs of
electrode structure. The measured values are in the table in appendix B and the
relationship applied voltage and the measured capacitance is shown in Figure 5.5. The
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value of the voltage varies from 0 to 10 volts while the value of the capacitance is in Pico
Farad (pF) range. The behavior of the LC cell was as expected for any typical cell the
molecules start to rotate as voltage reaches 1 volt and reach full rotation around 5 volts.
By checking the value of the parallel resistance Rp (MΩ), it indicates that there is no short
circuit between the two electrodes. To test the molecular alignment of our cell, the
fabricated cells were tested electrically in the lab and tested by tuning a liquid crystal
slab. The tuning was done by applying a voltage on two identical electrodes with liquid
crystal in between and the change in was uniform and the value of the capacitance
changes from 4 PF to 82 PF which means the molecules of LC rotated 90⁰ because of the
force from the external electric field.

Figure 5.5: The relationship between applied voltage and the measured capacitance for
three different samples of LC cells.
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5.5 Tunability for one LC cell
Tunability in the proposed structure is based on changing the orientation of the
liquid crystal molecules by applying voltage across the LC film using the electrodes.
Assuming the desired retardation, Γ, of the film is one-half of a wave π and the frequency
is 0.66 THz and the used LC is E7 with birefringence of 0.15 then the thickness of the
film has to be 1.5 mm. COMSOL was used to simulate the tunability for 200 μm film of
LC between to THz electrodes deposited on 500 μm Teflon substrate. The molecules
orientation assumed to start with θ = 0 and

=45 when no voltage applied. By applying

voltage across the cell (z-direction) the orientation should change to θ = 90 and

= 45

as showing in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: The simulated transmission to show the tunability for 200 μm film of LC
between to THz electrodes deposited on 500 μm Teflon substrate.
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5.6 Multiple LC cells structures
Since the tunable structure using multiple electrodes that are periodically spaces, a
third challenge exists in understanding the resonant effect of the multiple reflections from
the stratified electrode structures and using this effect to design a better response. Figure
5.7 shows the resonance effect of one, two, and three cells on the total transmission
through the structure. It is clear that more peaks will appear as the number of cells will
increase but a window of about 100 GHz (shown with black arrow) that has high
transmission will stay in all cases.

100 GHz

Figure 5.7: The simulated transmission in dB comparing one, two, and three cells of
stratified structure using LC and electrode on Teflon.

5.7 Collaborative work to make tunable absorber at THz frequencies
Another example is the unique design, simulation and experimental verification of
an electrically tunable THz metamaterial perfect absorber consisting of complementary
split ring resonator (CSRR) arrays integrated with liquid crystal as the sub-wavelength
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spacer in between as shown in Figure 5.8. A shift in resonance frequency of about 5.0
GHz at 0.567 THz was observed with a 5 V bias voltage at 1 KHz between the CSRR and
the metal backplane, while the absorbance and full width at half maximum bandwidth are
maintained at 90% and 0.025 THz, respectively as in Figure 5.9. Simulated absorption
spectrum by using a uniaxial model of LC matches perfectly the experiment data and
demonstrates that the effective refractive index of LC changes between 1.5 and 1.7 by
sweeping a 1 kHz bias voltage from 0 V to 5 V. By matching simulation and experiment
for different bias voltages, also the angle of LC molecules versus the bias voltage was
estimated. Additionally, we study the created THz fields inside the spacer to gain a better
insight of the characteristics of tunable response of this device. This structure and
associated study can support the design of liquid crystal based tunable terahertz detectors
and sensors for various applications [70]. The schematic illustrations of the designed
device along with its front projection (i.e. CSRR) are depicted in Figures 5.8 (a) and (b),
respectively where all dimensions are in micrometer. The structure is basically consisted
of three layers; CSRR made of 400 nm Cu on 127 μm polyimide substrate, followed by
LC film as the spacer, and 400 nm Cu backplane which is made on a 400 μm Si substrate.
Additionally, two 200 nm polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) layers were spun on Cu backplane
and CSRR as the rubbing layers for initial alignment of LC molecules in y direction
(incoming polarization direction). Figures 5.8 (c) and (d) are a picture of the assembled
sample and an optical microscopic image of CSRR, respectively. To characterize the
fabricated sample, we used THz time domain spectroscope in reflection mode such that
the absorption was obtained by A = 1 – R, with R as the reflection. A schematic
demonstration of initial alignments of LC molecules between two electrodes is illustrated
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in Figure 5.8 (e) where the applied voltage is equal to zero. By increasing the applied
voltage, LC molecules will be eventually oriented in a direction normal to the surface of
the electrodes (Figure 5.8(f)).

Figure 5.8: (a) Schematic demonstration of LC metamaterial absorber where the incident
polarization is normal to absorber and polarization is along the gap of CSRR, (b) CSRR
with all dimensions in micrometer, (c) picture of assembled sample, (d) optical
microscopic image of CSRR, (e) artistic side view of the structure where the applied bias
voltage is zero and LC molecules are initially aligned in the direction on incoming THz
polarization, and (f) artistic side view of structure when the applied bias voltage is much
larger than zero resulting in orientation of LC molecules normal to the surface of CSRR
and backplane [70].
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Figure 5.9 (a) compares simulated absorption spectrum (red) with the measured
spectrum (black) where the applied voltage between two electrodes is zero in experiment
and a uniaxial model is used for refractive index of LC with nxx = nzz = no = 1.5 and nyy =
ne = 1.7 in simulation where αe = 3 [cm−1] and αo = 10 [cm−1] were considered for the
loss of LC in THz spectrum.31,32 As observed in the figure, there is a good matching
between simulation and experiment. The measured absorption spectra versus 1 kHz
applied voltage with a square waveform is depicted in Figure 5.9 (b) where the amplitude
of applied bias voltage varies from 0 V to 10 V and results in a redshift of resonance
frequency[70].

Figure 5.9: (a) Comparison between simulated (red) and measured (black) absorption
spectrum of the LC metamaterial absorber and (b) measured absorption spectrum versus
applied bias voltage from 0 V to 10 V [70].
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CHAPTER SIX
MODELING CLC LAYERED STRUCTURE USING BERREMAN
4X4 MATRIX

This chapter is expanding to the concept of this dissertation which is the tunable
platform using stratified structure at THz regime. Because of the uniqueness of the
optical properties of the Cholesteric Liquid Crystal (CLC) as was mentioned in chapter 2,
this chapter will discuss the modeling of CLC slabs and their potential applications. Also,
the layered structure as shown in Figure 6.1will be modeled as an implementation of the
longitudinal stratified structure as tunable platform using liquid crystal at terahertz
regime.

6.1 Introduction
The optical properties of anisotropic stratified media are widely studied either
theoretically or experimentally. Matrix techniques for studying these media were
introduced

by

Jones'

and

Abeles

and

then

extensively

used

by

many

authors [71][72][73][74][75][76]. The Jones Matrix method is known for its simplicity
and neglecting the multiple reflections at interfaces. The most complete formulation has
been given by Berreman, who uses the 4X4 matrix method in which Maxwell's equations
are reduced to a set of four coupled. Berreman's equations must in general be solved
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numerically [71]. The optics of the reflection of cholesteric liquid crystals have been an
interesting topic, especially in recent years due to their application in reflective
displays [40]. Cholesteric liquid crystals possess a helical structure with the director
twisting along the helical axis which is perpendicular to the director. There are several
ways to calculate the reflection [71][72][73][74][75].
In reality, cholesteric cells consist of not only the liquid crystal but also the glass
substrate, alignment layer and electrode. In some cases, the pitch varies in space. The
reflection of the cholesteric cells can only be numerically calculated. The Berreman 4 X 4
method is popularly used to numerically calculate the reflection of cholesteric
cells [71][76].

Figure 6.1: Chiral metamaterial platform concept showing the transmitted and the
reflected circular polarized wave from linearly incident wave
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6.2 Modeling LC slab Berreman 4X4 matric method
6.2.1 Theory
Maxwell’s equations define how the time-dependent electromagnetic field behave
as follows:
,

(6. 1)

where E and H are the electric and magnetic field vectors in a Cartesian coordinate
system, ε is the dielectric tensor (locally variant), µ the magnetic permeability and µ o and
ε0 are constants. These equations hold if the electric charge density and the electric
current density are assumed to be zero.
For isotropic materials the dielectric tensor is a scalar and for anisotropic non-absorbing
materials a symmetric three dimensional tensor. For a homogeneous medium the plane
wave equations are valid
E(r,t) = Eₒ exp(i(ωt-kr)) , H(r,t) = Hₒ exp(i(ωt-kr))

(6. 2)

where r is the position vector, k the wave vector and ω the angular frequency. For an
inhomogeneous medium we get together with (6.1) the Maxwell’s equations in matrix
description [76]
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)(

(

)

(6. 3)
)(

(

where c =

√

)

is the vacuum speed of light.

Assume a monochromatic plane wave obliquely incident from an isotropic
medium onto a homogeneous anisotropic layer perpendicular to the z-axis. The plane of
incidence is the x-

z plane as shown

in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Plane of incidence between isotropic and anisotropic materials [76]

Here is a three dimensional problem. However, the dielectric tensor is constant in the x-y
plane and varies only as a function of z. Therefore, the problem is invariant in the ydirection, so that

,

since we assume incident wave is normal to the plane

so ₒ = 0.
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So the above equation 6X6 can be written as

(

)

(

Or

)(

∆Ψ

= -i

)

(6. 4)

where ∆ is called the differential propagation matrix, which depends on the dielectric
tensor of the anisotropic medium, the refraction index of the isotropic medium, the angle
of incidence and the frequency of the light.
We consider now a layer between z and z+h as the anisotropic material shown in Figure
6.3 is divided into layers with thickness h. Equation above can be solved numerically by
developing in the Taylor series:

Ψ(z+h) = (I-i h ∆ -

h ∆)² + i

h ∆)3 ….. ) Ψ (z)

(6. 5)

This delivers the generalized field vector Ψ in z+h, if Ψ is known in z. Equation
above describes the linear matrix relationship between the generalized field vectors at
both sides of an anisotropic layer of thickness h [76].

Figure 6.3: Modeling the wave entering anisotropic material between two isotropic
materials [76].
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Cholesteric liquid crystals (CLC) are liquid crystal materials in the cholesteric (chiral
nematic) phase, wherein the rod-like (uniaxial) molecules are arranged parallel in planes.
The averaged molecular direction changes linearly from plane to plane so that the
molecular structure forms an ideal helix. As a result of the helical director arrangement
we get some unique and interesting optical properties, such a very strong optical rotatory
power and selective reflection of circularly polarized light.
The optically important parameters of the CLC are the pitch p and the principal
refractive indices no (ordinary) and ne (extraordinary). For liquid crystal materials with no
< ne Bragg reflection occurs in the wavelength range nop <  < nep.
The dielectric tensor of an uniaxial liquid crystal in the principal local coordinate system
is, following:
Ԑ=(

)

(6. 6)

This assumption can be made for most of CLC media. For the CLC layer it is
assumed that the optical axis of the molecule remains in the x-y plane but changes its
orientation depending on the position z by the pitch p. with θ = 0 and φ= 2 z/p, the
dielectric tensor in the fixed laboratory system becomes
̄
Ԑ=

s
si

si
̄

(6. 7)

s

(

)

with ε = 0.5 (ne2+ no2) and Δε = 0.5 (ne2-no2). εis a periodic function of z with a period of
p/2. With the equation for the propagation of plane waves along the helical axis z can be
established. This equation has two analytic solutions with elliptical polarizations.
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Furthermore it can be shown that in the frequency gap n op <  < nep circularly polarized
light is almost fully reflected if it is of the handedness of the cholesteric liquid crystal
helix and it is transmitted if it is of the opposite handedness. The calculated reflectance as
a function of the wavelength consists of a main peak with sharp cut-offs (the “stopband”)
and a series of so-called sidelobes. The 4X4 Berreman algorithms offer a numerical
solution also for oblique incidence and were developed originally for this situation. It can
be applied by employing the dielectric tensor of the cholesteric liquid crystal in order to
obtain the local differential propagation matrix of each layer. This procedure allows,
contrary to the analytical solution, to calculate the light propagation in a cholesteric
material with spatially varying optical parameters, i.e., varying pitch or refraction indices
of the liquid crystal material along the helical axis. We will show in the next chapter why
this can be useful [76].

6.2.2 Cholesteric LC Bragg Filters
The selective reflection property of the CLC makes it appropriate to be a stopband
filter. This is an optical device which reflects at the best 100% over a given spectral band
and transmits 100% on each side of the reflected band. These filters are realized since
many years by index matching structures, i.e. layers which consist of quarterwave stacks
of alternating low and high index layers. This arrangement provides a stopband for a
preferred wavelength region with sidelobes around the reflecting region. Following the
idea of apodization we designed a cholesteric Bragg filter with reduced sidelobes by
modulating the extraordinary refraction index along the helical axis of the cholesteric
liquid crystal [76].
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The typical reflected intensity of a CLC for circular polarized light of the same
handedness as the material. The reflectance was simulated by the 4X4 Berreman method
and other similar method explained in reference [72] for an element thickness of 3.6 mm
(20 pitches) as shown in Figure 6.4, at 1THz choose a pitch of 180 µm and for the
refraction indices no= 1.57 and ne = 1.76 from Table 6.1. The CLC was numerically
subdivided in 1000 layers. The incident wave is Right Hand Circular (RHC) polarization
wave [46].
Table 6.1: examples of THz frequencies used to calculate the corresponding pitch size for
CLC stopband range of spectrum.
E7 LC properties at Terahertz frequency
Frequency (THz)
wavelength λ (µm)
wavelength λ (mm)
Ordinary Refractive index no
extraordinary Refractive index ne
pitch P
range (µm)

Δn
λ/no (µm) MAX
λ/ne (µm) MIN

3.00E+11
1000.00
1.00
1.570
1.720
0.150
636.943
581.395

6.00E+11
500.00
0.50
1.570
1.720
0.150
318.471
290.698

1.00E+12
300.00
0.30
1.590
1.740
0.150
188.679
172.414

1.50E+12 2.00E+12
1E+13
200.00
150.00 30.00
0.20
0.15
0.03
1.590
1.620
1.620
1.740
1.760
1.760
0.150
0.140
0.140
125.786 92.593 18.519
114.943 85.227 17.045

Figure 6.4: The reflection for CLC with pitch size of 180 μm for RHC incident wave at
THz.
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Basically, the CLC slab thickness has to be above 5 pitches to have flat top
rejection band at the operating wavelength. As the layer thickness increases (pitches
number) the top of the stopband will be flatter. To show that, four different slabs of pitch
sizes of 150, 250, 350, 450 μm respectively were chosen to be simulated for two different
slab thicknesses 10, and 60 pitches. Both cases were simulated for RHC incident wave at
THz with molecular orientation parallel to z direction (no electric field applied θ = 0) and
the results are shown in Figure 6.5and Figure 6.6 respectively. If the electric field is
applied on any one of these slabs, the molecular orientation will change which means the
angle between the director axis and z-axis θ will change until become 90 as the field
increases.

Figure 6.5: The reflection for CLC from four different slabs of thickness of 10 pitches
with pitch sizes of 150, 250, 350, 450 μm respectively for RHC incident wave at THz
with molecular orientation parallel to z direction (no electric field applied θ = 0).
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Figure 6.6: The reflection for CLC from four different slabs of thickness of 60 pitches
with pitch sizes of 150, 250, 350, 450 μm respectively for RHC incident wave at THz
with molecular orientation parallel to z direction (no electric field applied θ = 0).

Changing the molecular orientation (changing θ) will result in that the CLC slab
will no longer satisfy the condition of the stopband property. This will lead to allowing
the wave in the stopband to pass through. This unique property may have applications in
many fields. For example, slabs of CLC with different pitches (stopband centered at
different wavelengths) can be used as ADD/DROP multiplexer at any point of data
transmission process. To illustrate this concept, the previous example of four different
CLC slabs of thickness of 60 pitches with pitch sizes of 150, 250, 350, 450 μm
respectively will be used. The incident wave is RHC at THz with molecular orientation
parallel to z direction (no electric field applied θ = 0) for the two pitch sizes (150 and 450
μm ) and normal molecular orientation to z direction (electric field applied θ = 90 ) for
the other two pitch sizes (250 and 350 μm) as shown in Figure 6.7. It is clear from the
simulation that by applying the electric field on any slab, the stopband can be shut down
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and the wave in that band can go through and vice versa. Any wave can be stopped by
not applying the electrical field to the desired related layer of the CLC.

Figure 6.7: The reflection for CLC from four different slabs of thickness of 60 pitches
with pitch sizes of 150, 250, 350, 450 μm respectively for RHC incident wave at THz
with molecular orientation parallel to z direction (no electric field applied θ = 0) for the
two middle pitch sizes (150 and 450 μm ) and normal molecular orientation to z direction
(electric field applied θ = 90 ) for the other two pitch sizes (250 and 350 μm) .

6.3 Modeling CLC Multilayer structure
In the same concept of the stratified structure explained before, a thick CLC cell
can be designed and simulated as two alternating slabs of dielectric (Teflon) and CLC
materials as shown in Figure 6.8. The idea is to keep the CLC slabs in the manageable
thickness around 200 μm and at the same time have enough number of pitches to get a
desirable reflection band at desired wavelength range at THz. For example, using the
same example from Table 6.1 at 1THz (λ = 300 μm) and choose a pitch of 180 µm. As
explained before, to have a top flat rejection band the thickness of the CLC slab has to be
at least more than 5 pitches in total (preferred 10 pitches) which about 0.9 mm (1.8 mm).
This is too thick cell which can be divided into 5 slabs of CLC with 180 μm thick (1
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pitch) with slabs of Teflon in between each two. The question now is how to simulate it
and how the reflectance spectrum will change?
CLC

Teflon

Figure 6.8: Multilayered structure
Such

multilayered

structure

is

explained

in

details

in

by

different

references [77][78]. The main idea is that using the individual slabs transfer matrix, the
total transfer matrix can be calculated by multiplying these matrices in reverse order
(from out to in). Assuming the structure as in Figure 6.9 with wave entering from layer 1
and leaving from layer N the total transformation matrix given by:
M = MN . MN-1 . …..M3 . M2 . M1

M1

In

M5

M3

M2

MN

MN-2

Out

M4

MN-1

Figure 6.9: Matrix representation of the stratified structure
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where the M transformation matrix with odd numbers (M 1, 3, 5…)are for Teflon slabs with
thickness of dt and M matrix transformation numbers (M

2, 4, 6…)are

for CLC slabs with

thicknesses dCLC . As section 6.2 dealt with modeling CLC slab between two isotropic
materials like Teflon, then the result of that is MCLC 4x4 matrix which will be used in the
cascaded layers with MTeflon to calculate the total transformation matrix [77].

MTeflon = (

)

M Total = MTeflon (MCLC MTeflon)(N-1)/2

(6. 8)

(6. 9)

The following example is using this method to calculate the reflectance from 10 slabs
thick cholesteric liquid crystal of two pitches each with adding Teflon slabs in between
each two CLC slabs of four thicknesses 0, 25, 100, and 175 μm. Figure 6.10 shows that if
the added Teflon layer is perfectly designed could change the reflectance as desired.

Figure 6.10: Reflectance 10 slabs thick cholesteric liquid crystal of two pitches each with
adding Teflon slabs in between of four thicknesses 0, 25, 100, and 175 μm.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This chapter summarizes and concludes the effort that has been done in this
dissertation. It also gives suggestions and recommendation for possible direction to
expand this work.

7.1 Conclusion
This main objective of this research was to discover a novel platform to develop
tunable materials in the terahertz (THz) regime. The research has broad reaching impact
in the defense, healthcare and communications industries. To achieve the objective, an
approach was taken to utilize metamaterial structures combined with liquid crystals (LC).
In the research to realize such platform, the work conducted had several impactful
accomplishments to overcome the many challenges to build practical components that
work in the THz region. These accomplishments are:
1) The utilization of longitudinal stratified metamaterial structures as tunable
platform in THz frequencies.
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2) The use of frequency selective surfaces to achieve the highest measured
transparency (93.4%) in the THZ regime for a polarization independent electrode
while maintain electric field uniformity.
3) The development of the microfabrication processed to build tunable components
on both a quartz and Teflon substrate. This accomplishment opens the opportunity
to develop component that require flexible or curved structures.
4) The simulation code for the LC modeling based on the concept of stratified
metamaterial structure was developed to design materials that do not exist in
nature. An artificial chiral media in the THz region was modeled using twisted
structure analogous to the cholesteric LC in the optical region.
5) Finally, the effort led to assisting fellow colleagues at the University of Alabama
to develop an absorbing Tunable metamaterial in THz region [84]
For long period of time, the THz band on the electromagnetic spectrum has been
ignored. It is called terahertz gap. The reason for that is the devices that can manage and
manipulate a terahertz beam still are lagging because of the absence of the natural
materials that function in THz frequencies. In this dissertation research, a practical
approach has been presented and feasibility demonstrated such that unconventional
materials (metamaterials) could be engineered to exhibit desired behavior or function at
THz regime. By using the metamaterial structures concept, one can achieve the goal of
controlling a terahertz response.

The impact of this work could open up new

opportunities for advancement in using the THZ region to advance technologies in many
industries.
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7.2 Recommendations for future work
As with all research, the several incremental efforts can be done to improve the
work. First, the FSSs structure that was used as an electrode could be improved to get
higher transmission and make the cure flat-top in the passing band. The adjustment may
be done on the same tripod structure for example changing the width w for some of the
tripods and check what is the change cause to the transmission curve. It is more desirable
for many applications to have the band of high transmission curve has flat top. Also,
other geometries could be checked which may be allows higher transmission (> 93 %) or
more appropriate for other applications that do or do not need polarization independent
electrodes like polarizers. Second, the tunability and transmission of the structure may be
improved by checking other kinds of LC which has higher birefringence and lower loss.
Another improvement is to determine the direction of the electrical field lines in every
region between the electrodes so the rubbing direction can be adjusted accordingly for
higher tunability. Also, the number of layers may be decreases by using the stabilized LC
polymers instead of pure LC. Third, the modeling could be made more realistic by adding
the transfer matrix of the electrode layer in the stratified structure. Work has to be done to
find out representation matrix of the electrode and how it changes as the dimensions of
the electrode change. Finally, there are other choices for transparent substrate material in
THz band that could be used other than quartz and Teflon. Some of them are cheap like
fused silica and some are expensive. The application and the material properties
transmission, absorption, birefringence, etc. will determine the best choice for each
application.
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My future plan is to take this research effort to the next level. Focusing one or
more biomedical applications that used the created platform is my list of interest. For
example with the help of medical centers, improving the methodology which I developed
during this effort to create real practical special light modulator (displays) at certain
terahertz frequencies that are used to diagnoses skin or breast cancer. Also, with some
adjustments the process could be modified to use these displays for materials
spectroscopy at terahertz band.
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APPENDIX A
Experimental Data Capacitance Measurements for LC Cell

Voltage
applied
V
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Cp1 pF (Rp= 3.7 MΩ)
121
122
123.4
123.6
123.7
124.1
123.7
124.7
125.4
126.1
127.5
129.1
158
220
281
301
311
318
324
328
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
345.4

Cp2 pF (Rp= 1.2 MΩ)
305
304
303
302
302.4
302.2
302.2
302.2
302.4
302.8
303.5
305.4
369.2
455.7
528.3
560.4
580.4
591.8
595.1
600.2
605.5
607
608.5
610
611.5
613
614.5
616
617.5
619
620

Cp3 pF (Rp= 2.2 MΩ)
212.1
211.9
211.9
211.8
211.8
211.8
211.9
212
212.2
212.4
212.7
213.4
235.2
265.4
350.2
390.1
412.4
422.5
430.3
435.6
440
442
444
446
448
450
452
454
456
458
461.1
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APPENDIX B
Calculating the reflectance for Cholesteric Liquid Crystal by using
analytical solution matrix method
MATLAB code
clear all
% This is a matlab code is to simulate the CLC analytical solution to
find
% reflectance and transmittance for thick cholesteric liquid crystal
slab
% from paper published in June 2013 with adding Teflon slabs in between
% these are the input data and definitions for some symbols used in the
% calculations down
p=180e-6; % pitch = 600 microns m
d=2*p; %d= 10 pitches thickness
teta=0;
%teta=0 no tilt== is the tilte angle for the molucler from
vertical axis x-y plan
no=1.5; % refractice index ordainary value from paper
ne=1.72;
% refractive index extraordianary value from paper
nee=sqrt(((cos(teta)^2/ne^2)+(sin(teta)^2/no^2))^-1); % calculating the
effective refractive index
eo=no^2; % epselon normal value from paper
ee=nee^2;
% epselon perpendicular value from paper
nsi=1.449;
% refractive index for substrate at incedent TEFLON 2.1
nst=1.449;
% refractive index for substrate at transmitted TEFLON
2.1
q=2*pi/p; % the helical wave number
eavg=(ee+eo)/2;
% avagerge epselon
delt=(ee-eo)/2;
% avagerge differance of epselon
%Defifing initial values of lamda, Ei, Er, Et, and R vectors
lambda=zeros(1000,1);
R2=zeros(1000,1);
Ei=[0.707;-0.707i];
Er=[0;0];
Et1=[0;0];
% making loop to have the values of R crosponding to the values of
lamda
% for our range
for lamb=1:1000;
lambda(lamb,1)=lamb*0.0008e-3+0.1e-3;
% no*p< lamda <ne*p
range from 0.1mm to 0.18mm
lam=lambda(lamb,1);
alfa=lam/p; %dimensionless wavelength
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n1=sqrt(eavg+(alfa)^2+sqrt((delt)^2+4*eavg*(alfa)^2)); %first (in
positive z direction) refractive index root
n2=sqrt(eavg+(alfa)^2-sqrt((delt)^2+4*eavg*(alfa)^2)); %second (in
positive z direction) refractive index root
A=((n1)^2+(alfa)^2-ee)/(2*n1*alfa); % constant A related to
elliplicity of normal modes
B=((n2)^2+(alfa)^2-eo)/(2*n2*alfa); % constant B related to
elliplicity of normal modes
k1=(2*pi*n1)/(lam);
% first wave vector
k2=(2*pi*n2)/(lam);
% second wave vector
d1=k1*d; % delta 1
d2=k2*d; % delta 2
gai=alfa/nsi; % gama at incedent reigon
gat=alfa/nst; % gama at transmitted reigon
N1i=n1/nsi; % ratio of refractive indecies first root to incedent
substrat
N1t=n1/nst; % ratio of refractive indecies first root to transmitted
substrat
N2i=n2/nsi; % ratio of refractive indecies second root to incedent
substrat
N2t=n2/nst; % ratio of refractive indecies second root to transmitted
substrat
X=1/(A*B*N2t-N1t); %cooffeicent X in equations
Y=1/(A*B*N1t-N2t); %cooffeicent Y in equations
% final solutions are as:
% [Etx, Ety]= P^-1 [Eix, Eiy]
% [Erx, Ery]= Q*P^-1 [Eix, Eiy]
% define Ei, Et, Er

% now we will calculat the coeffecints of P
p111=-(1/8)*(1-gai*A+N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)(gat*X)+(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((X)-(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y)));
%#ok<*IJCL> % coeffecint p11(1) eq A4 in paper
p112=-(1/8)*(1+gai*A-N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)+(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y))); % coeffecint p11(2) eq A5 in paper
p113=-(1/8)*(B-gai+B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)+(gat*A*X)-(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(A*X)(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))); % coeffecint p11(3) eq A6 in paper
p114=-(1/8)*(B+gai-B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)-(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))); % coeffecint
p11(4) eq A7 in paper
p121=-(1/8)*(1-gai*A+N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)-(B*Y))); %
coeffecint p12(1) eq A8 in paper
p122=-(1/8)*(1+gai*A-N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)-(gat*X)-(B*Y))); %
coeffecint p12(2) eq A9 in paper
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p123=-(1/8)*(B-gai+B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)+(Y))); %
coeffecint p12(3) eq A10 in paper
p124=-(1/8)*(B+gai-B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*(-(A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(N1t*X)+(gat*A*X)+(Y))); %
coeffecint p12(4) eq A11 in paper
p211=-(1/8)*(A-gai+A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)-(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))); % coeffecint p21(1) eq A12 in paper
p212=-(1/8)*(A+gai-A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)+(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y))); % coeffecint p21(2) eq A13 in paper
p213=-(1/8)*(1-gai*B+N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)(gat*A*X)+(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)-(gat*Y))); %
coeffecint p21(3) eq A14 in paper
p214=-(1/8)*(1+gai*B-N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)-(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))); % coeffecint
p21(4) eq A15 in paper
p221=-(1/8)*(A-gai+A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)-(B*Y))); %
coeffecint p22(1) eq A16 in paper
p222=-(1/8)*(A+gai-A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)+(B*Y))); % coeffecint p22(2) eq A17 in paper
p223=-(1/8)*(1-gai*B+N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)+(Y))); %
coeffecint p22(3) eq A18 in paper
p224=-(1/8)*(1+gai*B-N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)-(Y))); %
coeffecint p22(4) eq A19 in paper

% calculating the determenet of P matrix
detP=(1/(16*((A*B*N1i-N2i)*(A*B*N2i-N1i))))*(8*(A^2*gai*N1iA*(gai^2+N1i^2-1)+gai*N1i)*(B^2*gai*N2i-B*(gai^2+N2i^21)+gai*N2i)+(exp(-1i*(d1+d2))*((A*B-1)*(gai^2-(N1i+1)*(N2i+1))+gai*(AB)*(N1i-N2i))^2)-(exp(-1i*(d1-d2))*((A*B+1)*(gai^2+(N1i+1)*(N2i-1))gai*(A+B)*(N1i+N2i))^2)-(exp(1i*(d1-d2))*((A*B+1)*(gai^2+(N1i1)*(N2i+1))-gai*(A+B)*(N1i+N2i))^2)+(exp(1i*(d1+d2))*((A*B-1)*(gai^2+(N1i-1)*(N2i-1))-gai*(A-B)*(N1i-N2i))^2));
% calculating the inverse matrix of P,
P^-1= (1/detP)*[P22 -P12;-P21
P11]
P11=(exp(-i*d1)*p111+exp(i*d1)*p112+exp(-i*d2)*p113+exp(1i*d2)*p114);
% calculating P11 coeffeicent of P matrix
P12=-i*(exp(-i*d1)*p121+exp(i*d1)*p122+exp(-i*d2)*p123+exp(i*d2)*p124);
% calculating P12 coeffeicent of P matrix
P21=-i*(exp(-i*d1)*p211+exp(i*d1)*p212+exp(-i*d2)*p213+exp(i*d2)*p214);
% calculating P21 coeffeicent of P matrix
P22=(exp(-i*d1)*p221+exp(i*d1)*p222+exp(-i*d2)*p223+exp(i*d2)*p224);
% calculating P22 coeffeicent of P matrix
inP=[(P22)/(detP),(-P12)/(detP);(-P21)/(detP),(P11)/(detP)];
inverse matrix of P
M=[1,0;0,1];
for j=1:10
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% the

do=0; %teflon layer thickness
wo=[exp(-1i*2*pi*nsi*do/lam),0;0,exp(1i*2*pi*nsi*do/lam)];
M=wo*inP*M;
end
% calculating the transmitted field Et=[Ext;Eyt]= P^-1*[Exi;Eyi]
Et1=M*Ei;
R2(lamb,1)=1-((norm(Et1))^2);

end
plot(lambda/1e-6,R2,'blue')
hold on
%legend('10 slabs of 2 pitches (180 um) with Teflon 0 um')
clear all
% This is a matlab code is to simulate the CLC anylitical solution to
find
% reflectance and transmittance for thick cholesteric liquid crystal
slab
% from paper published in June 2013 with adding Teflon slabs in between
% these are the input data and definitions for some symbols used in the
% calculations down
p=180e-6; % pitch = 600 microns m
d=2*p; %d= 10 pitches thickness
teta=0;
%teta=0 no tilt== is the tilte angle for the molucler from
vertical axis x-y plan
no=1.5; % refractice index ordainary value from paper
ne=1.72;
% refractive index extraordianary value from paper
nee=sqrt(((cos(teta)^2/ne^2)+(sin(teta)^2/no^2))^-1); % calculating the
effective refractive index
eo=no^2; % epselon normal value from paper
ee=nee^2;
% epselon perpendicular value from paper
nsi=1.449;
% refractive index for substrate at incedent TEFLON 2.1
nst=1.449;
% refractive index for substrate at transmitted TEFLON
2.1
q=2*pi/p; % the helical wave number
eavg=(ee+eo)/2;
% avagerge epselon
delt=(ee-eo)/2;
% avagerge differance of epselon
%Defifing initial values of lamda, Ei, Er, Et, and R vectors
lambda=zeros(1000,1);
R2=zeros(1000,1);
Ei=[0.707;-0.707i];
Er=[0;0];
Et1=[0;0];
% making loop to have the values of R crosponding to the values of
lamda
% for our range
for lamb=1:1000;
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lambda(lamb,1)=lamb*0.0008e-3+0.1e-3;
range from 0.1mm to 0.18mm
lam=lambda(lamb,1);

% no*p< lamda <ne*p

alfa=lam/p; %dimensionless wavelength
n1=sqrt(eavg+(alfa)^2+sqrt((delt)^2+4*eavg*(alfa)^2)); %first (in
positive z direction) refractive index root
n2=sqrt(eavg+(alfa)^2-sqrt((delt)^2+4*eavg*(alfa)^2)); %second (in
positive z direction) refractive index root
A=((n1)^2+(alfa)^2-ee)/(2*n1*alfa); % constant A related to
elliplicity of normal modes
B=((n2)^2+(alfa)^2-eo)/(2*n2*alfa); % constant B related to
elliplicity of normal modes
k1=(2*pi*n1)/(lam);
% first wave vector
k2=(2*pi*n2)/(lam);
% second wave vector
d1=k1*d; % delta 1
d2=k2*d; % delta 2
gai=alfa/nsi; % gama at incedent reigon
gat=alfa/nst; % gama at transmitted reigon
N1i=n1/nsi; % ratio of refractive indecies first root to incedent
substrat
N1t=n1/nst; % ratio of refractive indecies first root to transmitted
substrat
N2i=n2/nsi; % ratio of refractive indecies second root to incedent
substrat
N2t=n2/nst; % ratio of refractive indecies second root to transmitted
substrat
X=1/(A*B*N2t-N1t); %cooffeicent X in equations
Y=1/(A*B*N1t-N2t); %cooffeicent Y in equations
% final solutions are as:
% [Etx, Ety]= P^-1 [Eix, Eiy]
% [Erx, Ery]= Q*P^-1 [Eix, Eiy]
% define Ei, Et, Er

% now we will calculat the coeffecints of P
p111=-(1/8)*(1-gai*A+N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)(gat*X)+(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((X)-(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y)));
%#ok<*IJCL> % coeffecint p11(1) eq A4 in paper
p112=-(1/8)*(1+gai*A-N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)+(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y))); % coeffecint p11(2) eq A5 in paper
p113=-(1/8)*(B-gai+B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)+(gat*A*X)-(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(A*X)(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))); % coeffecint p11(3) eq A6 in paper
p114=-(1/8)*(B+gai-B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)-(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))); % coeffecint
p11(4) eq A7 in paper
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p121=-(1/8)*(1-gai*A+N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)-(B*Y))); %
coeffecint p12(1) eq A8 in paper
p122=-(1/8)*(1+gai*A-N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)-(gat*X)-(B*Y))); %
coeffecint p12(2) eq A9 in paper
p123=-(1/8)*(B-gai+B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)+(Y))); %
coeffecint p12(3) eq A10 in paper
p124=-(1/8)*(B+gai-B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*(-(A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(N1t*X)+(gat*A*X)+(Y))); %
coeffecint p12(4) eq A11 in paper
p211=-(1/8)*(A-gai+A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)-(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))); % coeffecint p21(1) eq A12 in paper
p212=-(1/8)*(A+gai-A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)+(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y))); % coeffecint p21(2) eq A13 in paper
p213=-(1/8)*(1-gai*B+N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)(gat*A*X)+(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)-(gat*Y))); %
coeffecint p21(3) eq A14 in paper
p214=-(1/8)*(1+gai*B-N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)-(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))); % coeffecint
p21(4) eq A15 in paper
p221=-(1/8)*(A-gai+A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)-(B*Y))); %
coeffecint p22(1) eq A16 in paper
p222=-(1/8)*(A+gai-A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)+(B*Y))); % coeffecint p22(2) eq A17 in paper
p223=-(1/8)*(1-gai*B+N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)+(Y))); %
coeffecint p22(3) eq A18 in paper
p224=-(1/8)*(1+gai*B-N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)-(Y))); %
coeffecint p22(4) eq A19 in paper

% calculating the determenet of P matrix
detP=(1/(16*((A*B*N1i-N2i)*(A*B*N2i-N1i))))*(8*(A^2*gai*N1iA*(gai^2+N1i^2-1)+gai*N1i)*(B^2*gai*N2i-B*(gai^2+N2i^21)+gai*N2i)+(exp(-1i*(d1+d2))*((A*B-1)*(gai^2-(N1i+1)*(N2i+1))+gai*(AB)*(N1i-N2i))^2)-(exp(-1i*(d1-d2))*((A*B+1)*(gai^2+(N1i+1)*(N2i-1))gai*(A+B)*(N1i+N2i))^2)-(exp(1i*(d1-d2))*((A*B+1)*(gai^2+(N1i1)*(N2i+1))-gai*(A+B)*(N1i+N2i))^2)+(exp(1i*(d1+d2))*((A*B-1)*(gai^2+(N1i-1)*(N2i-1))-gai*(A-B)*(N1i-N2i))^2));
% calculating the inverse matrix of P,
P^-1= (1/detP)*[P22 -P12;-P21
P11]
P11=(exp(-i*d1)*p111+exp(i*d1)*p112+exp(-i*d2)*p113+exp(1i*d2)*p114);
% calculating P11 coeffeicent of P matrix
P12=-i*(exp(-i*d1)*p121+exp(i*d1)*p122+exp(-i*d2)*p123+exp(i*d2)*p124);
% calculating P12 coeffeicent of P matrix
P21=-i*(exp(-i*d1)*p211+exp(i*d1)*p212+exp(-i*d2)*p213+exp(i*d2)*p214);
% calculating P21 coeffeicent of P matrix
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P22=(exp(-i*d1)*p221+exp(i*d1)*p222+exp(-i*d2)*p223+exp(i*d2)*p224);
% calculating P22 coeffeicent of P matrix
inP=[(P22)/(detP),(-P12)/(detP);(-P21)/(detP),(P11)/(detP)];
% the
inverse matrix of P
M=[1,0;0,1];
for j=1:10
do=25e-6; %teflon layer thickness
wo=[exp(-1i*2*pi*nsi*do/lam),0;0,exp(1i*2*pi*nsi*do/lam)];
M=wo*inP*M;
end
% calculating the transmitted field Et=[Ext;Eyt]= P^-1*[Exi;Eyi]
Et1=M*Ei;
R2(lamb,1)=1-((norm(Et1))^2);

end
plot(lambda/1e-6,R2,'r')
hold on
%legend('10 slabs of 2 pitches (180 um) with Teflon 25 um')

clear all
% This is a matlab code is to simulate the CLC anylitical solution to
find
% reflectance and transmittance for thick cholesteric liquid crystal
slab
% from paper published in June 2013 with adding Teflon slabs in between
% these are the input data and definitions for some symbols used in the
% calculations down
p=180e-6; % pitch = 600 microns m
d=2*p; %d= 10 pitches thickness
teta=0;
%teta=0 no tilt== is the tilte angle for the molucler from
vertical axis x-y plan
no=1.5; % refractice index ordainary value from paper
ne=1.72;
% refractive index extraordianary value from paper
nee=sqrt(((cos(teta)^2/ne^2)+(sin(teta)^2/no^2))^-1); % calculating the
effective refractive index
eo=no^2; % epselon normal value from paper
ee=nee^2;
% epselon perpendicular value from paper
nsi=1.449;
% refractive index for substrate at incedent TEFLON 2.1
nst=1.449;
% refractive index for substrate at transmitted TEFLON
2.1
q=2*pi/p; % the helical wave number
eavg=(ee+eo)/2;
% avagerge epselon
delt=(ee-eo)/2;
% avagerge differance of epselon
%Defifing initial values of lamda, Ei, Er, Et, and R vectors
lambda=zeros(1000,1);
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R2=zeros(1000,1);
Ei=[0.707;-0.707i];
Er=[0;0];
Et1=[0;0];
% making loop to have the values of R crosponding to the values of
lamda
% for our range
for lamb=1:1000;
lambda(lamb,1)=lamb*0.0008e-3+0.1e-3;
% no*p< lamda <ne*p
range from 0.1mm to 0.18mm
lam=lambda(lamb,1);
alfa=lam/p; %dimensionless wavelength
n1=sqrt(eavg+(alfa)^2+sqrt((delt)^2+4*eavg*(alfa)^2)); %first (in
positive z direction) refractive index root
n2=sqrt(eavg+(alfa)^2-sqrt((delt)^2+4*eavg*(alfa)^2)); %second (in
positive z direction) refractive index root
A=((n1)^2+(alfa)^2-ee)/(2*n1*alfa); % constant A related to
elliplicity of normal modes
B=((n2)^2+(alfa)^2-eo)/(2*n2*alfa); % constant B related to
elliplicity of normal modes
k1=(2*pi*n1)/(lam);
% first wave vector
k2=(2*pi*n2)/(lam);
% second wave vector
d1=k1*d; % delta 1
d2=k2*d; % delta 2
gai=alfa/nsi; % gama at incedent reigon
gat=alfa/nst; % gama at transmitted reigon
N1i=n1/nsi; % ratio of refractive indecies first root to incedent
substrat
N1t=n1/nst; % ratio of refractive indecies first root to transmitted
substrat
N2i=n2/nsi; % ratio of refractive indecies second root to incedent
substrat
N2t=n2/nst; % ratio of refractive indecies second root to transmitted
substrat
X=1/(A*B*N2t-N1t); %cooffeicent X in equations
Y=1/(A*B*N1t-N2t); %cooffeicent Y in equations
% final solutions are as:
% [Etx, Ety]= P^-1 [Eix, Eiy]
% [Erx, Ery]= Q*P^-1 [Eix, Eiy]
% define Ei, Et, Er

% now we will calculat the coeffecints of P
p111=-(1/8)*(1-gai*A+N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)(gat*X)+(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((X)-(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y)));
%#ok<*IJCL> % coeffecint p11(1) eq A4 in paper
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p112=-(1/8)*(1+gai*A-N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)+(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y))); % coeffecint p11(2) eq A5 in paper
p113=-(1/8)*(B-gai+B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)+(gat*A*X)-(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(A*X)(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))); % coeffecint p11(3) eq A6 in paper
p114=-(1/8)*(B+gai-B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)-(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))); % coeffecint
p11(4) eq A7 in paper
p121=-(1/8)*(1-gai*A+N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)-(B*Y))); %
coeffecint p12(1) eq A8 in paper
p122=-(1/8)*(1+gai*A-N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)-(gat*X)-(B*Y))); %
coeffecint p12(2) eq A9 in paper
p123=-(1/8)*(B-gai+B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)+(Y))); %
coeffecint p12(3) eq A10 in paper
p124=-(1/8)*(B+gai-B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*(-(A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(N1t*X)+(gat*A*X)+(Y))); %
coeffecint p12(4) eq A11 in paper
p211=-(1/8)*(A-gai+A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)-(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))); % coeffecint p21(1) eq A12 in paper
p212=-(1/8)*(A+gai-A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)+(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y))); % coeffecint p21(2) eq A13 in paper
p213=-(1/8)*(1-gai*B+N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)(gat*A*X)+(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)-(gat*Y))); %
coeffecint p21(3) eq A14 in paper
p214=-(1/8)*(1+gai*B-N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)-(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))); % coeffecint
p21(4) eq A15 in paper
p221=-(1/8)*(A-gai+A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)-(B*Y))); %
coeffecint p22(1) eq A16 in paper
p222=-(1/8)*(A+gai-A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)+(B*Y))); % coeffecint p22(2) eq A17 in paper
p223=-(1/8)*(1-gai*B+N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)+(Y))); %
coeffecint p22(3) eq A18 in paper
p224=-(1/8)*(1+gai*B-N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)-(Y))); %
coeffecint p22(4) eq A19 in paper

% calculating the determenet of P matrix
detP=(1/(16*((A*B*N1i-N2i)*(A*B*N2i-N1i))))*(8*(A^2*gai*N1iA*(gai^2+N1i^2-1)+gai*N1i)*(B^2*gai*N2i-B*(gai^2+N2i^21)+gai*N2i)+(exp(-1i*(d1+d2))*((A*B-1)*(gai^2-(N1i+1)*(N2i+1))+gai*(AB)*(N1i-N2i))^2)-(exp(-1i*(d1-d2))*((A*B+1)*(gai^2+(N1i+1)*(N2i-1))gai*(A+B)*(N1i+N2i))^2)-(exp(1i*(d1-d2))*((A*B+1)*(gai^2+(N1i1)*(N2i+1))-gai*(A+B)*(N1i+N2i))^2)+(exp(1i*(d1+d2))*((A*B-1)*(gai^2+(N1i-1)*(N2i-1))-gai*(A-B)*(N1i-N2i))^2));
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% calculating the inverse matrix of P,
P^-1= (1/detP)*[P22 -P12;-P21
P11]
P11=(exp(-i*d1)*p111+exp(i*d1)*p112+exp(-i*d2)*p113+exp(1i*d2)*p114);
% calculating P11 coeffeicent of P matrix
P12=-i*(exp(-i*d1)*p121+exp(i*d1)*p122+exp(-i*d2)*p123+exp(i*d2)*p124);
% calculating P12 coeffeicent of P matrix
P21=-i*(exp(-i*d1)*p211+exp(i*d1)*p212+exp(-i*d2)*p213+exp(i*d2)*p214);
% calculating P21 coeffeicent of P matrix
P22=(exp(-i*d1)*p221+exp(i*d1)*p222+exp(-i*d2)*p223+exp(i*d2)*p224);
% calculating P22 coeffeicent of P matrix
inP=[(P22)/(detP),(-P12)/(detP);(-P21)/(detP),(P11)/(detP)];
% the
inverse matrix of P
M=[1,0;0,1];
for j=1:10
do=100e-6; %teflon layer thickness
wo=[exp(-1i*2*pi*nsi*do/lam),0;0,exp(1i*2*pi*nsi*do/lam)];
M=wo*inP*M;
end
% calculating the transmitted field Et=[Ext;Eyt]= P^-1*[Exi;Eyi]
Et1=M*Ei;
R2(lamb,1)=1-((norm(Et1))^2);

end
plot(lambda/1e-6,R2,'black')
hold on
clear all
% This is a matlab code is to simulate the CLC anylitical solution to
find
% reflectance and transmittance for thick cholesteric liquid crystal
slab
% from paper published in June 2013 with adding Teflon slabs in between
% these are the input data and definitions for some symbols used in the
% calculations down
p=180e-6; % pitch = 600 microns m
d=2*p; %d= 10 pitches thickness
teta=0;
%teta=0 no tilt== is the tilte angle for the molucler from
vertical axis x-y plan
no=1.5; % refractice index ordainary value from paper
ne=1.72;
% refractive index extraordianary value from paper
nee=sqrt(((cos(teta)^2/ne^2)+(sin(teta)^2/no^2))^-1); % calculating the
effective refractive index
eo=no^2; % epselon normal value from paper
ee=nee^2;
% epselon perpendicular value from paper
nsi=1.449;
% refractive index for substrate at incedent TEFLON 2.1
nst=1.449;
% refractive index for substrate at transmitted TEFLON
2.1
q=2*pi/p; % the helical wave number
eavg=(ee+eo)/2;
% avagerge epselon
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delt=(ee-eo)/2;

%

avagerge differance of epselon

%Defifing initial values of lamda, Ei, Er, Et, and R vectors
lambda=zeros(1000,1);
R2=zeros(1000,1);
Ei=[0.707;-0.707i];
Er=[0;0];
Et1=[0;0];
% making loop to have the values of R crosponding to the values of
lamda
% for our range
for lamb=1:1000;
lambda(lamb,1)=lamb*0.0008e-3+0.1e-3;
% no*p< lamda <ne*p
range from 0.1mm to 0.18mm
lam=lambda(lamb,1);
alfa=lam/p; %dimensionless wavelength
n1=sqrt(eavg+(alfa)^2+sqrt((delt)^2+4*eavg*(alfa)^2)); %first (in
positive z direction) refractive index root
n2=sqrt(eavg+(alfa)^2-sqrt((delt)^2+4*eavg*(alfa)^2)); %second (in
positive z direction) refractive index root
A=((n1)^2+(alfa)^2-ee)/(2*n1*alfa); % constant A related to
elliplicity of normal modes
B=((n2)^2+(alfa)^2-eo)/(2*n2*alfa); % constant B related to
elliplicity of normal modes
k1=(2*pi*n1)/(lam);
% first wave vector
k2=(2*pi*n2)/(lam);
% second wave vector
d1=k1*d; % delta 1
d2=k2*d; % delta 2
gai=alfa/nsi; % gama at incedent reigon
gat=alfa/nst; % gama at transmitted reigon
N1i=n1/nsi; % ratio of refractive indecies first root to incedent
substrat
N1t=n1/nst; % ratio of refractive indecies first root to transmitted
substrat
N2i=n2/nsi; % ratio of refractive indecies second root to incedent
substrat
N2t=n2/nst; % ratio of refractive indecies second root to transmitted
substrat
X=1/(A*B*N2t-N1t); %cooffeicent X in equations
Y=1/(A*B*N1t-N2t); %cooffeicent Y in equations
% final solutions are as:
% [Etx, Ety]= P^-1 [Eix, Eiy]
% [Erx, Ery]= Q*P^-1 [Eix, Eiy]
% define Ei, Et, Er

% now we will calculat the coeffecints of P
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p111=-(1/8)*(1-gai*A+N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)(gat*X)+(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((X)-(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y)));
%#ok<*IJCL> % coeffecint p11(1) eq A4 in paper
p112=-(1/8)*(1+gai*A-N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)+(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y))); % coeffecint p11(2) eq A5 in paper
p113=-(1/8)*(B-gai+B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)+(gat*A*X)-(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(A*X)(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))); % coeffecint p11(3) eq A6 in paper
p114=-(1/8)*(B+gai-B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)-(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))); % coeffecint
p11(4) eq A7 in paper
p121=-(1/8)*(1-gai*A+N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)-(B*Y))); %
coeffecint p12(1) eq A8 in paper
p122=-(1/8)*(1+gai*A-N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)-(gat*X)-(B*Y))); %
coeffecint p12(2) eq A9 in paper
p123=-(1/8)*(B-gai+B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)+(Y))); %
coeffecint p12(3) eq A10 in paper
p124=-(1/8)*(B+gai-B*N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*(-(A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(N1t*X)+(gat*A*X)+(Y))); %
coeffecint p12(4) eq A11 in paper
p211=-(1/8)*(A-gai+A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)-(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))); % coeffecint p21(1) eq A12 in paper
p212=-(1/8)*(A+gai-A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)+(B*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y))); % coeffecint p21(2) eq A13 in paper
p213=-(1/8)*(1-gai*B+N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)(gat*A*X)+(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)-(gat*Y))); %
coeffecint p21(3) eq A14 in paper
p214=-(1/8)*(1+gai*B-N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)(Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)-(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))); % coeffecint
p21(4) eq A15 in paper
p221=-(1/8)*(A-gai+A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)+(gat*B*Y)(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*(-(B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)-(B*Y))); %
coeffecint p22(1) eq A16 in paper
p222=-(1/8)*(A+gai-A*N1i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((-X)(gat*B*Y)+(N2t*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((B*N2t*X)+(gat*X)+(B*Y))); % coeffecint p22(2) eq A17 in paper
p223=-(1/8)*(1-gai*B+N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)+(A*N1t*Y)(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)+(Y))); %
coeffecint p22(3) eq A18 in paper
p224=-(1/8)*(1+gai*B-N2i)*((exp(i*q*d)-exp(-i*q*d))*((A*X)(A*N1t*Y)+(gat*Y))+(exp(i*q*d)+exp(-i*q*d))*((N1t*X)-(gat*A*X)-(Y))); %
coeffecint p22(4) eq A19 in paper

% calculating the determenet of P matrix
detP=(1/(16*((A*B*N1i-N2i)*(A*B*N2i-N1i))))*(8*(A^2*gai*N1iA*(gai^2+N1i^2-1)+gai*N1i)*(B^2*gai*N2i-B*(gai^2+N2i^21)+gai*N2i)+(exp(-1i*(d1+d2))*((A*B-1)*(gai^2-(N1i+1)*(N2i+1))+gai*(AB)*(N1i-N2i))^2)-(exp(-1i*(d1-d2))*((A*B+1)*(gai^2+(N1i+1)*(N2i-1))gai*(A+B)*(N1i+N2i))^2)-(exp(1i*(d1-d2))*((A*B+1)*(gai^2+(N1i-
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1)*(N2i+1))-gai*(A+B)*(N1i+N2i))^2)+(exp(1i*(d1+d2))*((A*B-1)*(gai^2+(N1i-1)*(N2i-1))-gai*(A-B)*(N1i-N2i))^2));
% calculating the inverse matrix of P,
P^-1= (1/detP)*[P22 -P12;-P21
P11]
P11=(exp(-i*d1)*p111+exp(i*d1)*p112+exp(-i*d2)*p113+exp(1i*d2)*p114);
% calculating P11 coeffeicent of P matrix
P12=-i*(exp(-i*d1)*p121+exp(i*d1)*p122+exp(-i*d2)*p123+exp(i*d2)*p124);
% calculating P12 coeffeicent of P matrix
P21=-i*(exp(-i*d1)*p211+exp(i*d1)*p212+exp(-i*d2)*p213+exp(i*d2)*p214);
% calculating P21 coeffeicent of P matrix
P22=(exp(-i*d1)*p221+exp(i*d1)*p222+exp(-i*d2)*p223+exp(i*d2)*p224);
% calculating P22 coeffeicent of P matrix
inP=[(P22)/(detP),(-P12)/(detP);(-P21)/(detP),(P11)/(detP)];
% the
inverse matrix of P
M=[1,0;0,1];
for j=1:10
do=175e-6; %teflon layer thickness
wo=[exp(-1i*2*pi*nsi*do/lam),0;0,exp(1i*2*pi*nsi*do/lam)];
M=wo*inP*M;
end
% calculating the transmitted field Et=[Ext;Eyt]= P^-1*[Exi;Eyi]
Et1=M*Ei;
R2(lamb,1)=1-((norm(Et1))^2);

end
plot(lambda/1e-6,R2,'g')
hold on

xlabel('wavelength')
ylabel('Reflectance')
legend('10 slabs of 2 pitches (180 um) with Teflon 0 um', '10 slabs of
2 pitches (180 um) with Teflon 25 um', '10 slabs of 2 pitches (180 um)
with Teflon 100 um', '10 slabs of 2 pitches (180 um) with Teflon 175
um')
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